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eABSTRACT
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate the new
method of numerical residual perturbation solution as
applied to the problem of a close satellite of the
smaller body in the restricted three-body problem.
Cowell demonstrated a method of numerically solving
the total differential equations of motion of an
orbiting object. The variation of parameters and
Encke's methods take advantage of the known analytic
solution to the two-body problem and numerically
handle only the perturbations to the orbit. This
report demonstrates the use of an analytic series
perturbation solution as a reference orbit (rather
then using conics as a reference) and the numerical
solution of the residual (i.e., not accounted for by
the analytic solution) perturbation equations of
motion. The new method shows advantages over the full
region of validity of the analytic reference orbit.
The analytic theory of motion used is such as to limit
the application of the results to orbits of small
inclination and eccentricity with special initial
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The purpose of this paper is to show the relative merits for prediction of
fUture position of a satellite of the smaller body in the restricted three-body
problem, of the analytic solution of reference I, of numerical solution of the
residual perturbation differential equations not accounted for by the theory of
motion in reference i, of the perturbation differential equations from a
Keplerian ellipse, and of the total equations of motion.
In a numerical solution, the time interval is normally chosen so as to make
the error due to series truncation in the approximating function approximately
equal to the error due to truncation of numbers in the computation of the equa-
tions of motion and the approximating function. The balancing of these errors
assures maximum accuracy from the method. (Actually, to determine mathemati-
cally the time interval, it was necessary in this program to make the series
truncation error slightly larger than number truncation error. ) In a numerical
solution of the total equations, if









at each point, then
digit affected by series truncation
digit affected by number truncation
=Yi = xxxxxxxx+i
digit where error accumulates
A
If it is possible to write Y as Y + AY where Y is obtained by an
a a
analytic approximation and only AY is obtained by numerical solution of the




digit affected by series truncation
digit affected by number truncation
xxxxxxxx+ 6Y. =
i
= AYi+I = XXXXXXXX
_-- digit where error accumulates
+ Yai+l = xxxxxxxx
= Yi+l = xxxxxxxx_
_--- digit where error accumulates
_ digit where number truncation occurs
but is not accumulated.
i
It is, of course, obvious that the better the approximation Y ,
a
AY will be and the slower the accumulation of number truncation.
the smaller
This approach in this paper differs from the work of Encke primarily in that
an approximate analytic solution of the perturbed motion is used as Y rather
a
than Y being an unperturbed Kepler ellipse. The procedure assumes a differ-
a
ential equation of the form:
It is approximated by:
oo
Y --f(x, Y, _) + g(x, Y, _) (I-l)
.8
Y = _(x, Y, _) (1-2)
and equation (1-2) is solved analytically to yield the approximation Y in
a
the form of a finite asymptotic series. The exact solution, Y, of equation
(I-i) is written in the form:
Y = Y + Z (I-3)
a
Equation (I-3) is differentiated twice and the result substituted for the left-
hand side of equation (I-l). The value of Z is computed by a numerical
2
fsolution of this differential equation. The solution, Y, involves two
approximations in this case. First, it is derived from equation (1-2), not
equation (I-l); second, the truncation of the series for Y represents an
a
error. It may be seen that the numerical procedure for Z corrects for both
approximations.
The above discussion is independent of whether the machine computations
are done single-precision, double-precision, or n-precision since numerical
solution of the total equations of motion, of the perturbations frQm a conic,
and of the residual perturbation from a theory may all be done to n-precision
without changing the relative advantages.
Reference I was an early work in the series of papers on celestial mechan-
ics described in the list of references. Besides being limited to small
eccentricities and inclinations, it does not generalize initial conditions, but
always begins with the perigee and node lined up along the Earth-Moon line.
Therefore, rectification such as Encke used is not possible. In using it as a
basis for the numerical solution, there results a demonstration for the new
nmmeri_ _echniques but not a useful analytic tool. For demonstration purposes,
it %t_ not deemed worth-while to attempt the cancellatiou of all oscillatory
terms of the highest order carried by the approximation _ _rder to provide the
minimum residual perturbations. What has been done in this paper is to use
the precessing elliptic orbit which provides the zero order portion of
reference 1 as the reference orbit. This is an appreciable improvement over
a fixed initial osculating ellipse and serves to demonstrate the usefulness
of the technique.
In this example, the equations of motion are those of the restricted three-
bo_y problem. No other perturbations are considered. However, no real
increase in complexity or decrease in accuracy result from adding other per-
turbations. This is being demonstrated in a companion report for a satellite
of an oblate planet. In the companion report, an analytic approximation is
used for J2 and Jh perturbations; J3 and higher-order Earth potential
terms as well as Sun and Moon perturbations are treated numerically.
3
This report consists of a description of the program, a discussion of the
results, and plotted results for a variety of mass ratios, semi-major axes,
eccentricities, and inclinations. The general flow of the program is illustra-
ted in figure 1. The subsection numbers on the top of each block refer to
Section h where the equations are detailed.
In this report, the equal sign is often used in the FORTRAN sense, i.e.,
X= x+l
means replace x by x + 1. Similarly, symbols such as A(N) are used to









































Subscript for analytic solution from reference i
Semi-major axis in analytic solution = AI
2
&
a 3 = A3
a312
a 912 = A92
a(l-e 2) = AEC
Plotting array of dimension 13,000 with elements
aP7+13 i = (8p/a)pk i {
|
aPS+13 i = (8p/a)ci {
|
(AP/a)kiapg+13i
{ i = O, i,
aPl2+13i =
aPl3+13i = (A_al/2)k i
aPl+13 i = (AC/C)ai
aP2+13 i = (AC/C)pk i
aP3+13 i = (AC/C)ci
aPh+13 i = (ac/c)ki
aPS+13 i = (AC/C)pi
aP6+13 i = (ap/a)ai













FORTRAN symbol for semi-major axis,
2








a9/2 = a92FORTRAN symbol for
FORTRAN symbol for the Jacobi integral - i/E2r
(Computed at initial time using numerical residual
perturbation solution values)
FORTRAN symbol for a(l-e 2)
FORTRAN symbol for Jas(l-e _)





FORTRAN symbol for a2
FORTRAN symbol for A
P
AP(I) FORTRAN symbol for a .
pl
AKNODE FORTRAN symbol for argument of node, fl
AS
AS32
FORTRAN symbol for a
S
FORTRAN symbol for a3/2
S
8

















FORTRAN symbol for B
C17 + Ps C18
FORTRAN symbol for the Jacobi constant
Subscript for values obtained from numerical solution














2P I - I
2R / ,/a'(l-e2) = 2R/ael/2









2/_ (6 cos i + &)
ael/2






























Maximum of absolute values of the components of the
velocity increment over the last two Runge-Kutta
cycles = CMAX
cos (_l - 1)e



















FORTRAN symbol for CI
FORTRAN symbol for C6
through C3
through C21
CALPHA FORTRAN symbol for cos Ul
CCIIPS






FORTRAN symbol for cos E
FORTRAN symbol for cos et
FORTRAN symbol for cosine inclination,




CMAX FORTRAN symbol for the maximum of absolute values
of the components of the velocity increment over the
last two Runge-Kutta cycles = C
CNO FORTRAN symbol for cos 9
COPER FORTRAN symbol for cos
S
COV FORTRAN symbol for cos v
s






cos (pl _ + uI)
CPIPST FORTRAN symbol for cos (pl@)
CPS FORTRAN symbol for cos




FORTRAN symbol for cos eI










FORTRAN symbol for i (degrees)
FORTRAN symbol for the error in mean anomaly when
solving Kepler's equation
In the Runge-Kutta subroutine• FORTRAN symbols for the
increment of the components of velocity accumulated


















FORTRAN symbol for d2@/dt 2
FORTRAN symbol for d$/dt
.2
FORTRAN symbol for w + _2 = C
FORTRAN symbol for d2@/dt 2
DPSIDT
DR
FORTRAN symbol for d_/dt
FORTRAN symbol for (Ax 2 + Ay2 + Az) 2
DRC FORTRAN symbol for the magnitude of the vector position
difference between the numerical residual perturbation
solution and the fixed initial osculating ellipse solu-
















FORTRAN symbol for the magnitude of the vector velocity
difference between the numerical residual perturbation
solution and the numerical solution of the total equa-
tion's of motion at a given time
FORTRAN symbol for the magnitude of the vector velocity
difference between the numerical residual perturbation
solution and the initial osculating ellipse value at a
given time
FORTRAN symbol for the magnitude of the vector position
difference between the numerical residual perturbation
solution and the initial osculating ellipse value at a
given time
















FORTRAN symbol for dt/d_
FORTRAN symbol for multiplier on
than the minimum allowable = 1.5
dt
FORTRAN symbol for (3qU")ouw
At if error is less







FORTRAN symbol for Ax, _y, Az
AL A;
ag, aE
position, velocity and acceleration obtained from
residual perturbation equations. Coordinate system
references to plane of planetary motion.
Eccentric anumaly in main program (measured from apogee).
In subroutine RKSIMP, the maximum component of the d/f-
















Tenative guess at eccentric anomaly
(l-ek)¢2/r 3
(i-£_)£212(x' cos £t + y' sin ct) + £2p2] .































FORTRAN symbol for maximum allowable error in Runge-
Kutta--lWsl
set - 10 -7 if input W 8 - 0
FORTRAN symbol for e
FORTRAN symbol for e 2 = _; (also temporary value
of l-e 2 in Sections h.3.22 - h.h)
FORTRAN symbol for l+e
FORTRAN symbol for eccentric anomaly (measured from
apogee) in analytic solution
FORTRAN symbol for kl
FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, the time at the
beginning of each series of AC/C, Ap/a, Apa I/2 plots
FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, the time at the
end of each series of AC/C, Ao/a, A0a I/2 plots












(l-ch)(l - I/r 3)
2
e x = E2X







FORTRAN symbol for e
S
t(r) - t (should equal zero)




FORTRAN symbol for estimated error in Runge-Kutta
subroutine
1- (i + 2q) -3/2
q
= Encke's f series
FAC(_0) FORTRAN symbol for the factor in polynomial expression
for f
FTD FORTRAN symbol for a factor (< i) by which the cal-
culated computing interval is multiplied before use




FORTRAN symbol for Fri
FORTRAN symbol for fq = 1 - (i + 2q) -3/2
Section 3, equation (102)
See
FORTRAN symbol for the fraction by which a term in
series for f must be multiplied to give succeeding
term
G
dt 2 2 dtl ¢21 )
- (_-_ _i + _ _-_-(i +
dt dto
dr dr (i + a2_ I)







FORTRANsymbols for dummyvariables of position,
velocity, and acceleration in Runge-Kutta subroutine.
Equivalent to:
A_, A_, A_ for numerical residual perturbation
solution




FORTRANsymbol for Simpson's rule; integrated values
of _, @, i, respectively
FORTRANsymbol, main program cards 220-230 -- index
for zeroing input array W
Main program cards 563-56h -- index for zeroing first
13 elements of plotting array AP
Main program card 1030 -- index for printing input
array W
Main program cards 2510-2660 -- index for Encke's f
series
Main program card 5380 -- index used to print plot-
table data at computing point ITD
Runge-Kutta subroutine cards 6670-6680 -- index for
restoring initial condition array S from array SP
after print point, which is not a normal computing
point while integrating total equations of motion
Runge-Kutta subroutine cards 71h0-7150, 7670-7680,
and 7850-7860 -- index for restoring initial condi-










Inclination of precessing ellipse
ICH FORTRAN symbol for the flag to signal which equations
are being numerically solved
Residual perturbation equations if ICH = 1
Total equations of motion if ICH = 2
IERR FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT for number of
off-scale points
II FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, an index giving
the plot point number of the first point of each
series of AC/C, Ao/a, Apa I/2 plots
4 III FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, an index giving
the plot point number of the last point of each
series of AC/C, Ap/a, Apa I/2 plots
IlK FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, an index for
successive sets of ACIC, Apla, Apa I12 plots
,4
IP FORTRAN symbol for the initial point flag
IP = i on first point
IP = 2 on all others
Set = 1 by main program






FORTRANsymbol for print flag
IPRINT = i to call for print
IPRINT = 2 to supress print
IPRINT= 3 in integration of total equations of
motion, designates a print point that
is also a regular computed point
FORTRANsymbol for i (a floating point number)
S
FORTRAN symbol for the index for first element in plot
array AP for computing point ITP





FORTRAN symbol for the index for plotting array
FORTRAN symbol for the index for last element in plot
array AP for computing point ITP
ITQ = IT + 12
FORTRAN symbol for main program cards 2570-2590 -- in-
dex used to compute coefficients in Encke's .f series
FORTRAN symbol for the initial value of Jacobi con-
stant (a floating point variable)
K FORTRAN symbol for the index used to compute coeffic-
ients of Encke's f series = I - J
K FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine
proper values in AP
K = - 12 + 13I
K = - 7 + 13I
K= - 3 + 13I
PLOT, index to locate
array for each plot. When
AC/C values are plotted
Ap/a values are plotted





In subroutine PLOT,subscript for initial osculating
ellipse values
FORTRAN symbol for flag to signal Simpson's rule compu-
tations
No if KC = i
Yes if KC = 2
Under control of Runge-Kutta subroutine
FORTRAN symbol for intermediate failure counter in
Runge-Kutta subroutine
FORTRAN symbol for failure counter in Runge-Kutta sub-
rout ine
KHALT FORTRAN symbol for halt flag
If = i, run continued
If = 2, run halted, next case called
If = 3, perturbed trajectory completed, numerical





FORTRAN symbol for Runge-Kutta flag to signal which pass
of Runge-Kutta. Initially set = I in main program;
thereafter under control of Runge-Kutta subroutine
FORTRAN symbol for computing interval counter
FORTRAN symbol for index used in computing coefficients








FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, an index used
to establish for which plot the grid and common label-
ing are being done
L = 1 AC/C
L = 2 A0/a




FORTRAN symbol for m I
FORTRAN symbol for the maximum number of failures
allowed in Runge-Kutta subroutine = IWll I
FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, an array to
identify the plotting symbols to be used for subrou-
tine APLOTV
Term No. Value S_mbol Indicated Type of Solution
1 38 o Analytic Solution
2 55 x Precessing Ellipse
3 63 m Numerical Solution
of Total Equations
of Motion
h hh * Initial Osculating
Ellipse
5 h2 Numerical Residual
Perturbation Solu-
tion
Point number index in explanation of Runge-Kutta
method in Section 3.h
22
JNDIV FORTRANsymbol for the error code





8 dt/d$ = 0
NX FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, the number of
characters in horizontal labels
NY FORTRAN symbol; in subroutine PLOT, the number of
characters in vertical labels
OMEGI
P
FORTRAN symbol for mI




Period of mean precessing ellipse
Pt A 700-element array of plot times
Pt(ITP)
Pl
ITPth element of array Pt






Ea[2 + c(.1 - 2Xl)]
Period of node







pk Subscript for precessing ellipse values
PNOD FORTRANsymbol for the period of the node
PPER FORTRANsymbol for the period of the perigee







ith guess on _ in solution of Kepler's equation
= array of 25 elements
FORTRAN symbol for the two-body period of the precess-
ing ellipse which is the reference orbit of the numer-
ical residual perturbation solution
PTIME FORTRAN symbol for the 700-element array Pt
Q FORTRAN symbol for q
q AX'- Ay' AZ'- , 2= [(x_+ _-_x' + (y_+ 2)AY' + (Z's+ -_-_z ]I0s
Distance from larger body
r
a Jl + 2e2(x'cos V + y'sin 7) + c2P 2 where






Distance from larger body, according to fixed ellipse
Initial distance from larger body
Jl'+ c_p2 + 2¢2(x cos Et + y sin Et)
FORTRAN symbol for r
a
RADI FORTRAN symbol for inclination, i (radians)
RCU FORTRAN symbol for r 3
RF
FORTRAN symbol for rf




FORTRAN symbol for Pa
3
FORTRAN symbol for p



























FORTRANsymbol for the Runge-Kutta values of At





FORTRAN symbol for r %
S FORTRAN symbol for s








































FORTRAN symbol for the lO-element array in which values
of time, position, velocity, and acceleration are saved
for ordinary Runge-Kuttause
FORTRAN symbol for sin a I
FORTRAR symbol for sin (Cll@)
FORTRAN symbol for sin E
FORTRAN symbol for sin Y = Set
FORTRAN symbol for sin i
FORTRAN symbol for sin w
S
FORTRAN symbol for sin i
S
FORTRAN symbol for sin v
S
FORTRAN symbol for sin
FORTRAN symbol for
S
FORTRAN symbol for the lO-element array in which
values of time, position, velocity, and acceleration
are saved when print or plot occurs at other than a
regular c_pute point during the numerical solution
of the total equations of motion
FORTRAN symbol for sin (2Pl - i)_
FORTRAN symbol for sin (pl @ + a)
27
SPIPST FORTRANsymbol for sin (pl_)
SP3
SPDT
FORTRANsymbol for sin (p3¢)
FORTRANsymbol for the saved value of computing inter-
val when print or plot occurs at other than a regular
compute point during the numerical solution of the








FORTRAN symbol for sin
FORTRAN symbol in subroutine RKSIMP for the 17-element
array in which values of time, position, velocity, and
acceleration are saved for
i. in case computing interval selection fails
2. Simpson's rule integration
ss I = t ss7 = Zh SSl3 = t_
ss2 = xh ss8 = _ SSl_ =p_
ss3 = Yh ss9 = Yh SSl5 = el
ss h = zh SSl0 = zh SSl6 = sin e1
ss 5 _ SSll = t s= SSl7 = 7
ss6 = Yh SSl2 = t_
FORTRAN symbol for sin
S
FORTRAN symbol for sin eI . Old value not removed to




FORTRANsymbol for sin 81
FORTRANsymbol for sin (9 + w )s
T FORTRANsymbol for time, t
t Time
taB2 t • a3/2
Tden i ith term in Encke's series









Integer part of tR
Numerator by which ith term in series for f must be
multiplied
Numerator by which the (i-l)th term in series for
f must be multiplied
t
P Print and plot time during numericalresidualpertur-
bation solution





Time interval plotted on each page




T1 Period of t expression defined in
t(2_) = T1 = a 3/2 2w + _Ea3e sin [(2Pl - 1)2_]
2a9/2 ll
- E -_sin hpl_
t_ Time since last passage of apocenter by analytic
solution
t n Time since the last passage of the node through zero
t
TAS32
Time since the last time the perigee was zero
FORTRAN symbol for ts/as 3/2
TDEN
TERM
FORTRAN symbol for the h0-element array of the denom-
inators by which the terms in series for f must be
divided
FORTRAN symbol for the h0-element array of succeeding
terms in series for f
8
TF FORTRAN symbol for the total flight time; input as a
run stop condition
THETA1 FORTRAN symbol for eI
THETA2
FORTRAN symbol for e2
TN FORTRAN symbol for "next time" = t + At
TNOD




FORTRAN symbol for the _O-element array of numerators
by which the terms in the series for f mast be
multiplied
FORTRAN symbol for the print or plot interval
A
TPER FORTRAN symbol for t
W
TPI FORTRAN symbol for the print or plot time
TPRINT FORTRAN symbol for t and tp pt
TPSI
FORTRAN symbol for t@
TR FORTRAN symbol for tR
TRUL
TS
FORTRAN symbol for v +
S
FORTRAN symbol for t
S
V FORTRAN symbol for true anomaly in two-body equations,
V
V true anomaly, V
vsQ
-2
FORTRAN symbol for p




FORTRAN symbol for the SO-element input array consist-














Input run stop time
Input maximum allowable error in Runge-Kutta
w9 Input multiplier on computing interval if error
< minimum allowable. Must be > 1. If it is not, it
is set = 1.5
Wlo Input initial computing interval. If zero, it is
set = 0.005
Wll Input maximum failures permitted by program in
selection of computing interval
Wl2 Input minimum allowable error in Runge-Kutta
w13 Input flag for secular rates
If Wl3 ! 0,
If Wl3 > 0,
printed
only initial and final points printed
approximately every i/h radian of






FORTRAN symbol for x, y, z
X, y, Z
Total position, velocity, and acceleration components.
Coordinate system referenced to plane of planetary
motion.
X ! Inertial coordinate in plane of massive bodies, from
smaller body away from larger
X !
a
Inertial coordinate from analytic solution
X t!
a
Coordinate in orbital plane direction to the node
!




ImsubroutineRKSIMP, dummy variables of position,
velocity, and acceleration, respectively
Time for the left edge of each plot (in subroutine
PLOT) =
s
Inertial coordinate from precessing ellipse
Time at right edge of each plot = EN
o
Initial inertial coordinate
XD See X, Y, Z, for definition











FORTRANsymbol for the x' coordinate of position
determined from the initial osculating ellipse
FORTRAN symbol in subroutine PLOT for left-most
value of abscissa
FORTRAN symbol for x'
o
FORTRAN symbol for x', y', z'
;,
Approximate position, velocity and acceleration
components. Coordinate system referenced to plane
of planetary motion.
FORTRAN symbol for x", y", z"
_", _", _"
x", _" _"
Approximate position, velocity and acceleration









FORTRAN symbol for x_, Ys" Z's
FORTRAN symbol for Xs, Ys' Zs
Inertial coordinate in plane of massive bodies,
perpendicular to x' in direction of motion
Inertial position component from analytic solution












Inertial coordinate from initial osculating ellipse






FORTRAN symbol for ACs/Cinit
FORTRAN symbol for Jacobi constant on first point
ACE . Thereafter equals difference between instan-
taneous value and initial value = aCE/Cinit
FORTRAN symbol in subroutine PLOT for the bottom




FORTRAN symbol for y' coordinate of position as
derived from the initial osculating ellipse
FORTRAN symbol for y' coordinate of the velocity







Top of ordinate in plots
Inertial coordinate normal to plane of massive
bodies, positive north
Inertial coordinate from analytic solution
Coordinate perpendicular to orbital plane from
analytic solution
Inertial coordinate from fixed ellipse
35
z' Inertial coordinate from precessing ellipse
S
ZF FORTRAN symbol for z' coordinate of the position
as derived from the initial osculating ellipse
ZFD FORTRAN symbol for z' coordinate of the velocity
derived from the initial osculating ellipse
a I
_2
Part of 2Pl _tot corresponding to an integral
number of revolutions of _ = 2nw • 2Pl , modulo 2w
a I + 2_ • 2Pl , modulo 2_ = 2(n+l)_ • 2Pl , modulo
2w
AC
Part of P3 " _tot corresponding to an integral
number of revolutions of _ = 2p 3 n_, modulo 2_
et, modulo 2w
Error in Jacobi constant
AC
a




Error in Jacobi constant calculated from numerical
solution of total equations of motion





Error in Jacobi constant calculated from initial
osculating ellipse
Error in Jacobi constant calculated from precessing
ellipse
36
(Ac/c) Fractional error of Jacobi constant of analytic
solution
(Ac/C)ci Fractional error of Jacobi constant for numerical
solution of total equations of motion
(AC/C)ki Fractional error of Jacobi constant from initial
osculating ellipse
(Ac/C)pi Fractional error in Jacobi constant from numerical
residual perturbation solution
( AC/C )pki Fractional error in Jacobi constant from precessing
Kepler ellipse
AE Difference between successive guesses at




Difference between successive guesses at E in




Time interval for print
At
sp
In numerical soluti_ of total differential equa-
tions, the saved normal computing interval when a
special print point is being computed
Ax', Ay', Az' Increments in position, velocity, and acceleration
obtained numerically from the residual perturbation
equations. Coordinate system is referenced to




In subroutine RMSIMP, the accumulated change in
x, y, and z over two computing intervals
Distance between analytic solution and numerical
residual perturbation solution
Magnitude of vector velocity difference between
the analytic solution and the numerical residual
perturbation solution
AP c
Distance between numerical solution of total dif-
ferential equations and the numerical residual
perturbation solution
Ap c Magnitude of vector velocity difference between the
numerical solution of the total equations of motion
and the numerical residual perturbation solution
AP F
F
Distance between initial osculating ellipse solution
and the numerical residual perturbation solution
Magnitude of vector velocity difference between
the initial osculating ellipse solution and the
numerical residual perturbation solution
AP s
s
Distance between the precessing ellipse solution
and the numerical residual perturbation solution
Magnitude of vector velocity difference between the














Mass ratio of sun to sun + planet =
Part of (2PI-I) _tot resulting from integer n
rotations of # = 2wn (2Pl-l) , modulo 2_




Angular rate of change of R
Mass ratio of smaller body to sum of smaller and
larger bodies
a 312 (ii + 2_)I12 = _Ic2
Radial distance from smaller body




Radial distance obtained from analytic solution
Radial distance obtained from precessing ellipse




Angular distance of the satellite from the node




True anomaly measured from apogee








The purpose of this section is to describe the sources of the equations
used in the program and to outline the derivation of the exact forms pro-
grmmned. When an equation from a reference is first introduced, the equation
number in the source is shown to the left of the equation. The equation num-
bers of the present document are to the right of the equations. The equations
are not derived in the exact order they are used; however, the numbers of the
subsections in the Equations in Order of Solution, Section h, where the equa-
tion is used, are stated after each derivation. Section h presents the equa-
tion numbers of this section so that the cross reference is complete.
3.1 EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The motion considered is that of a satellite of negligible mass in close
proximity to the smaller of the two massive bodies in the restricted three-
body problem, which may serve as a simplified model for an actual case llke
a lunar satellite in the earth-moon system.
The coordinate system used is centered at the smaller mass and rotates with
the constant angular velocity of the two massive bodies around their center of
mass. With the notation as in reference 1, the x e, y*, and z _ rectangular
system is oriented such that the x t, y_ plane coincides with the plane of
motion of the two massive bodies, the xe-axis pointing away frum the larger
body, the ym-axis 90 ° ahead in the direction of motion, and zm-axis paral-
lel to the rotation axis as to complete a right hand system.
In order to nondimensionalize the equations of motion, the following
scales are used:
I. Unit of length = Distance between the two massive bodies
2. Unit of time = Period of rotation of the x*, y*, z* system in
inertial space, divided by 2_
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3. Unit of mass = Total massof the system.
The equations of motion of the satellite in these coordinates are given in
reference 1 by:
(1) d21" _ad,[z---=-_÷ "--1 2_ _ _ x .: - - Ix*+ (l- )[]} (l)
dt x* + i x*
^ ^ ^
where x* = (x*, y*, z*) and i, J, and k
y*, and z* directions.
are the unit vectors in the x*,
Since the motion of the satellite takes place in a close vicinity of the
smaller body, the following "blown-up" coordinates are introduced:
x* y*
x : 112 ' y = pl/2 , z :
z* t*
t = i-_71, (2)
1/2
P
(Reference I, page 205, equation above (6), there in vector notation) where
is the mass ratio of the smaller to the total mass.
In order to avoid terms of order I/h = e in the equations of motion,
another transformation is made to inertially oriented coordinates by multi-
plying the vector x = (x, y, z) by the matrix {R} with:
(7c) {R} :
cos et -sin et 0 ]
sin et cos ct 0
o 0 1
(3)
[Reference i, page 206, equation (7c)]
then
(Tb) {_}' : (R}{_} (_)
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The primed system is therefore inertially oriented, but centered at the
smaller body.
When the transformations (2) and (4) are performed on the equations of
motion (i), the following equations result :
Fcos £t 1
d_xx' _' (1- ¢4)£_xx' + (1 - £4)(i i__) isin £t
--at2 : 7- r3 " " - r3 L o
where x' = (x', y', z )'
(5)
(6)
2 ,2 ,2 ,2
p =x +y +z (7)
2 ¢4p2 2E2(x,r = i + + cos £t + y' sin £t) (8)
E = x/4 (9)
Equations (5), (6), and (7) are used in Section 4.25.
(9) are used in Sections 4.25, 4.19.2, 4.16.2, and 4.8.3.
Equations (8) and
Geometrically, p is the distance of the satellite from the smaller body
and r the distance between satellite and larger body, both in blown-up
coordinates.
3.2 THE JACOBI CONSTANT
In order to check the accuracy of the solutions, the Jacobian integral will
be used. From reference 2, page 281, equation (7), one obtains:
dx 2 _day- 2 (dz_2 x2 y2 2(1 - p) 2p(_T) + (at) + = + + +--+ c
"dt" r 1 r 2
(IO)
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This is in rotating coordinates, centered at the center of mass; r I and r 2
are the distances of the satellite from the larger and the smaller primary,
respectively. To transform equation (10) to blovn-up coordinates, centered at
the smaller body, the above variables are to be replaced as follows:
x ÷ i - _ + a2x d__x÷ Exdt rl ÷ r
2 dy ÷ ¢_ r2 ÷ ¢2y _ c y t P (ii)
2 dz " 4
z_E z _--r÷ Ez . ÷ E
b_
Then after applying the transformation (4), the Jacobi integral takes on
the form:
_,2 + 9,2 + _,2 + 2e(x'y' - y'x') - 2(1 - eh)(x ' cos Et + y' sin Et)




The last terms on the left side are numerically large. To avoid the loss
of significant figures in the computation of the error in the Jacobi constant,
the initial value of the Jacobi constant is subtracted in the following way:
X,2 + _,2 + Z ,2 + 2E(x'y' - y'X') - 2(1 - Eh)(x'cos et + y'sin et)
2 2(1 - ch) + (i - Eh) 2
-_- 2 2 Cinit = AC
C r £
(13a)
where Cinit = - x'2(0) - y'2(0) - z'2(0) - 2e[x'(0)y'(0) - y'(0)x'(0)]










AC is zero if the solution is exact. For an approximate
AC serves as a test quantity on the accuracy of the approximation.
C
part
= +_'2(0) + _'2(0) + {'2(0) + 26[_'(0)y'(0) - _'(O)x'(O)]
2
- 2(l - E_Ix'(O) +_-T_ (l_)
Using equation (8) and noting that with apocenter as the initial condition,
then the difference of the 1
--_- terms of (13a) is written as:
2
_ 2(1 - ch), + 2(1 - £4) = 2(1 - ¢h) (r 2 - r o)





2 rro(r + r )£ o
i + £402 + 2£2(x ' cos ct + y' sin ct) - I - ¢4x'2 - 2£2x '
o
= 2(i - £4) 2_(x'cos ct + _'sin £t - x') + ¢2(02 - x '2)
rro(r + r o)
where r(O) = 1 + e2x ' = r (*)
o o
(15)
Then the error in the Jacobi constant becomes:
Ac' = (_,2 + 2,2 + _,2) + 2[_(_'y' - 9'x') - !
P
- (i - £4)(x'cos £t + y'sin £t)] - Cpart
+ 2(l - E4) _ 2[2(x'cos et + y'sin et - xo) + e2(p 2 Xo)]
rro(r + ro) (16)
Equation (16) is used in Sections 4.17.15, 4.28.1, and 4.28.2.
3.3 SOLUTIONS
In the followin_ three different methods for the solution of equation (5)
will be outlined:





An approximate, analytic solution as given in reference i.
A numerical residual perturbation method which uses the Keplerian
2
part plus the secular perturbations to order E of the analytic
solution as a reference orbit.
Direct application of numerical integration to the total exact
equations of motion.
3.3.1 Analytic Solution
The developments as given in reference 1 start from an approximate set
of equations that result from equation (5) when terms having E3 or a higher
power of E as a factor are neglected.
The approximate equations of motion are:
(8a)
--d2x = - x' + e.__x_x+ _ E2(x'cos 2et + y'sin 2et)
dt 2 p 3 2
d2y ' = _ Y' + e2Y ' + 3--e2(x,sin 2et - y'cos 2et)
dt 2 p 3 2 2
d2z ' z '
= _ -- _ £2z ,
dt 2 p3
(17)
These equations are identical with the vector equation (8a) of
reference 1.




s(_) = So(_) + e2Sl(_,e ) + O(e 3)
t(_) = to(_) + e2tl(#,e ) + O(e 3) (18)
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SO(4 ) = 1 - e cos 9
a(l - e2)
a3/2 e(1 9 -i cos 9 -





sl/a 2 2 i
= _ (I + 5e) - _ [5 + (95e/8)]cos 9 + cos 2P19
(21)
(39)
+ (5/8)e cos (2Pl + 1)9 - 15Qe sin pl 9
x sin (Pl - 1)4 + 0(e 2)
tl/a9/2 = [(10/3) + (83e/12)]sin 9 - (ll/8)sin 2P19
@ + (3e/h)sin (2Pl - 1)9 - 2e sin (2Pl + 1)9
(h2)
+ (5e/2)sin 24 - 30Qe cos pl 9
x sin (Pl - 1)4 + O(e 2)
= 1 1 _
zI (3ia h/6h) [Ea3/2) -I cos _ (P3 + i)@ sin _ (P3 1)9
1 1
+ sin _ (P3 + i)_ cos _ (P3 - i)_]
1+GS-T6-o+ o(_)]
Q = _ [hea3/2
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Equation (19) is used in Section 4.17.3.





= reciprocal radius vector from the smaller body to the satellite,
in the blown-up scale.
= time, in the blown-up scale.
distance of the satellite from a plane that passes through the
smaller body and is oriented with an inclination i and a node
against the x' ,y' plane. The node is varying with time
according to :
(12) Q = Qo + C2klt (39)
In order to restrict _ to values smaller than 2_, equation (39) is
written as :
= f_o + e2klT_ (39a)
used in Section 4.17.5, where
whenever it exceeds P_. _o
conditions in reference i.




is zero by the special choice of initial
(39b )
The constants a, e, and i are the semi-major axis, eccentricity, and
inclination of a Keplerian ellipse represented by the leading terms s to,O'
and zo. The angular variable, _, represents the true anomaly, but counted
2
from the apocenter. All the terms of order e e were dropped from Sl, tl,
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and z 1 in this program for consistency since E, e, and i were all con-
sidered small variables in reference i and the paper omitted c 3 and £ei
terms. Therefore, the equations for the above quantities become:
2 2
Sl(_,c) = a [_ - _3cos _ + cos 2Pl_
15 e
+_- Ea3/2 (cos _ - cos (2pI - z)_)]
tl(_,£ ) a9/2 i0 ii
= [_- sin _ - _- sin 2Pl_
(_)
_ i__5 e
4 £a3/2 (sin _ - sin (2Pl - I)_)]
zz(_,E) = _ i
a5/2
c(1 - ca 3/2) [sin p3 _ - P3 sin _]
(23)
(24)*
Equation (22) is used in Section 4.17.3; equation (24) in Section 4.17.4.
The eccentric anomaly:
2
E = cos -I (cos _ - e _) = sin-I (/i - e sin _)
1 - e cos 1 e cos _ "
(25)
is defined such that
< <
2n_ = E = 2(n + i)_
for
< <
2n_ = _ = 2(n + i)_
The time t and the eccentric anomaly are therefore single valued and
increasing function of _ . However, in order to avoid large arguments of
UEquation (24) was taken from equation (57) of reference 7 instead of being
taken from equation (42) of reference i.
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the trigonometric functions for large times, a time, t_, which is the time
since the last passage of the apocenter, is introduced. If the total
and the total E are denoted by _tot and Etot, and the symbols _ and
E are used for the principal values only, such that:
_tot - 2_n +
Etot = 2wn + E
Then the equation for the time is written [c.f. equations (20), (23),
and (25)]:
t(_to t) = a3/2[Eto t + e sin Eto t] - _ aa3e[sin _tot - sin (2Pl
+ E2ag/2 i0 ii
[_- sin _tot - B'- sin 2Pl_tot]
- l)_to t ]
(26)
The time after n revolutions is:
t(2nw) = a312 • 2n_ + _¢a3e sin [(2Pl - I) • 2n_]
_ E2ag/2 Ii
• __ 2Pl8 sin ( • 2n_) (27)
Then, by subtraction of equation (27) from equation (26) and rearranging:
t (_tot) - t(2n_) - t@ = a3/2[Eto t - 2wn + e sin Etot]
15
- K-caSe{sin _tot-Sin[(2Pl-l)(_tot-2_n)
+ 2_n(2Pl-l)] + sin [(2Pl-l) • 2n_]}
2 9/2.1o ii
+ £ a I_-sin _tot - B--sin[2pl (_tot - 2 n)]
5O
Ii
+ hPl_n] +_--sin [4Pln_]}
or
t$ = a3/2[E+ e sin E] - _ea3e{sin _ - sin (2pl - i)@ cos 81
2 9/2.10
+ [i - cos (2Pl - 1)%] sin eI + e a t_-sin
ii
-_-sin 2Pl_ cos aI +_ (1 - cos 2Pl_) sin aI} (28)
where
eI = [2n_(2Pl - I)] modulo 2_
• and
_i = [2n_Pl] modulo 2_
When n becomes large, forming the angle and then computing'the modulo
with respect to 2_ does not improve the accuracy. It is necessary to form
the eI and aI without developing large angles. For this purpose, initially
81 and al are set to zero. The period of the first revolution T 1 is com-
puted by substituting _ = 2w in equation (26) yielding: o
t(2_) = TI = a312 21 +_¢a3e sin [(2Pl i)2_] - ¢2a9/2 Ii
- _-sin 4Pl_ (28a)
When t@ exceeds TI, we set:
t_ = t_ - T1 (28b)
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eI = [eI + 2_(2Pi - i] modulo 27 (28c)
_I = {[(al + 2_Pl) modulo 2_] + 2_Pl} modulo 2w
(28d)
The period for the next revolution is. computed by applying equation (26)
to obtain:
T I = t(2(n + l)w) - t(2n_)
or
= _ ii E2ag/2
TI 2_a3/2 + {__5EaBe {sin e2 sin 0I} - _-- {sin ct2 - sin a I} (28e)
where e2 is computed from the eI Just obtained by equation (28c) by:
and (*2
82 = [eI + 2_(2Pi - i)] modulo 2_
from the aI of equation (28d) by:




Similarly the argument p3 _ in Z"a [equation (24)] is taken as
is set equal to zero initially and incremented each time t_ > T1
6 = (6 + 2P3W) modulo 2_
p3 _ + 6.
by :
(29)
Equations 28b through 29 are used in Section 4.17.1.2.
Now expression (28) may be solved for _ when n and t_ are known.
The resulting value is between 0 and 2w. It is solved by Newton's method
using M = _ as a first guess in Section 4.17.2.4 with E, defined by
equation (20), computed in Section 4.17.2.3.
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The constants Pl and P3 are given by equations (27a) and (27c) of
reference i. However, these quantities can be obtained with more accuracy
from (26a) and (26c) of reference i,
by requiring:
2 2
= sin2 ($- qt)--E sin 2 (Pl %) + 0 (¢3)
2 2
c cos 2 ($- qt) = E cos 2 (Pl _) + 0 ""_E3) (29a)
2 2
sin(_ - At) = E sin (P3 _) + 0 (¢3)£ (29b)
- qt = pl @ (30)
- £t = p3 _ (3l)
where
(16a) q : E[I +eml] (32)
(16b)
= E[2 + E(_l - 2_I)] (33)
(16c) ml: _l - _l (34)
past (42) I a3/2(i I + 24e)
_i : - I--{ (35)
past (hl) Ii = - _ a3/2 (36)
With the relations between _ and ¢ given in equation (40) below and
observing only the secular part of the relation between t and _ in
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equations (20) and (23) (see also equation (71) below), which gives t = a 312,
the following values for Pl and P3 are derived without expansion:
1 ea3/2(l + emI) (37)Pl = - 2
1 + £ _i
P3 = 2
i+£_ I
_a3/212 + £(_1 - 211)] (38)
Equations (3h) through (38) are used in Section h.4. The relation between
s, t, z" and the primed coordinates is given by the following transformations
of variables :
(mT) _ = (l + E2_l)_ (ho)
(lh) ¢ = ¢ + e2vlt (hl)
l (_2)(13a) s = -
P
(13b) x"= p cos ¢ (_3)
a
t!






-sin _ cos i cos _ cos i







(36) = (- 7 + 2he)/12 (h6b)
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The initial conditions for any of the variables follow simply by putting
= 0 for t = 0, which means that the motion starts at apocenter, which, in
turn, coincides with the node for £ = 0.
o
Equations (40) and (41) may be combined to give:
¢= _, 2
2 - E vlt _ (47)
i+ cm I
which is used in Section h.17.1.2.
To avoid large arguments of trigonometric functions in equations (43) and
(44), these equations are written as:
x" 1
=- cos (¢ + _1 ) (48)a s
,, = 1 sin (¢ + ¢i )Ya s
where @i is the value of ¢ at n revolutions, modulo 2.:
¢i ( 2n 2
= 2 - c _i t(2n_)) modulo 2_ (49)
1 + ¢ ml
Equation (48) is used in Section 4.17.4. As in the case of al, el, and 6,
¢1 is formed in Section 4.17.1.2 at appropriate times by adding increments
to the initial value ¢1 = 0 formed by evaluating equation (49) for n = 1.
This avoids the angle ever becoming large, which would result in loss of
accuracy.
Solving the linear system (45) for x' ', y , and z yields:
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X' = X" COS_ " sin _ cos i + z" sin _ sin i
a a - Ya a
' = x" sin _ + " cos _ cos i - z" cos _ sin i
Ya a Ya a
z' = " sin i + z" cos i
a Ya a
which are used in Section 4.17.6.
(50)
Differentiation of equations (18) through (2h) with respect to 4 yields
velocity components:
d__ss= e sin 4
d4 a(1 - e2)
225+ E a ( sin 4 - 2 sin 2P14
15 Eal/2e[si n 4 - sin (2p I 1)4]
_-_
(51)
dt a3/2(i - e2) 3/2 15 eea3[cos _ _ cos (2Pl - 1)4 cos e
d--_= (i - e cos _)2 - -q[
2 9/2ri0 ii
+ sin (2Pl -1)4 sin 8] + E a L-_cos _ - -[cos 2P14 cos
ii
+--[sin 2P14 sin a]
dz" i_a5/2a 3
d4 = 8 (i - ca 3/2 [cos p3 4 - cos 4]
(52)
(53)
Terms of order 3 2 3
, c e, _ i, and eei, are neglected in equation (51)
through (53). Equation (51) is used in Section h.17.9 and equation (52) is used
in Sections h.17.7 and h.17.2.5. Differentiation of (h8) with respect to t
yields
i,, = 1 ds 1 de
a - 2 dt cos (¢ - ¢1 ) - _ d-_ sin (¢ - ¢1 ) (53a)
s
= i de




_,, = ,,d@ Xa ds
a -Yad-Y-_-- d-Y
It
"" = + X" d__ Ya ds
Ya a dt - s-" d-_
and from equation (53):
i" 3 iea 512
a = _ (l_ea3/2)
de




where, from equation (47):
2
a_a_A_- l a___ _ _idt 2 dt
l+e_ I
and a_£__ i as = a._.£, a._._




Equations (54a), (54b) are used in Section 5.17.10. Equations (55) and (56)
are used in Section 4.17.9.
Differentiation of (50) with respect to time yields the velocity components
in the inertial frame:
_6
_' = (-x" sin _- _"v a cos _ cos i + z"a cos fl sin i,-
a a
+ _" cos £ "" sin £ cos i + i" sin £ sin i
a - Ya a
"' = (x" cos £ " sin _ cos i + z" sin _ sin i)_
Ya a - Ya a
+ _" sin £ + "" g" cos £ sin i
a Ya cos £ cos i - a




which are computed in Section h.17.12.
3.3.1.1 Initial Conditions for the Analytic Solution
The initial conditions are obtained by setting _ = t = _ = 0.
tions (19) through (2h):
From equa-
1 s(o) = o
So(O) = a(l + e)
to(O) = 0 tl(0) = 0
z (o) = 0 z1(o) = oo
(58)




dt(0) a3/2(i + e) 3/2








Equation (59b) is used in Sections h.8 and h.19.2.
From equations (h7), (h8), and (98):
,(o) = o
x"(0) = 1
a s-Tg)-= aCl + e)
(60)
(61)
y (O)= 0 (62)
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By (58) equations (61) and (62) are used in Section 4.8.3.
(62a)
Frn_ equations (50) and (61):




which are used in Section 4.8.3.
J
(63)
From (54a), (54b), (Shc), (59a), (59c), and (62):
_(o) = o
#a(O)= x"(O)a" a_(O)dt I
i_(O): 0
(64)
where by equation (55):
¢2 1 ) dt(O) -l 2at(o)=[(1+ ,] -c _1dt d_ (65)
Equations (6_) are computed in Sections 4.8.4 and equation (65) is used in
Section 4.8.2 and 4.19.2.








which are computed in Sections 4.8.4 and 4.19.2.
3.3.1.2 Solution for Perturbed Kepler's Equation
Since the original equations of motion (5) are written with t being the
independent variable, equation (28) has to be inserted to give _ as a function
of t. To accomplish this, the following iteration scheme is used to solve
the perturbed Kepler's equation for E.
First guess of E for a given t_:
E1 = a-B/2t_ - e sin (_/a32) (i - e cos t_/a32)
i.e., true anomaly = mean anomaly
(67)
Then use the formula
t_ - t_(Ei_ I)
E i = Ei_ I + dt(E i_l) i = 2, 3, ... (68)
dE
to obtain a better value for E, and so on. On the right side of equation
(68), the solution (28) with the argument Ei_ 1 is used. From equation (25)
is obtained as a function of E as:
2
/1 - e sin E (68aa)
sin _ = 1 + e cos E
cos E + e (68ab)
cos _ = 1 + e cos E
6O
In the limit, the second term of equation (68) is to go to zero. However,
t_ as defined by equation (28) is a very complex function. Round off may
limit the smallness of this quantity. Taking the derivative of equation (28)
in the form:




E d-_--= - ca3e {cos _ - cos [(2p- i)(_) + 81]}
+ ¢2a9/2 i0 Ii
{_- cos @ - 1_--cos (2Pl _ + al)} (68ad)
and with equation (68ab):
2 dtl 2 dtl d# /I e 2 2 dtl
E --= c -= - ¢ -- (68ae)
dE d_ dE 1 + e cos E d#
and substituting in equation (68) gives after cancellation and rearrangement:
a3/2e(E cos - dtl
E. = i-1 Ei_ 1 sin El_ l) + Ei_l(e2d-_-)i_ 1 + t_ - tl(i_l) (68af)
l a3/2(i + e cos E) + ¢2 dtl
dE
where
t 1 = - _ aaSe {sin @ - sin [(2Pl - 1)_ + el] + sin el}
i0 _ __i+ c2a 9/2{-_ sin _ -- [sin (2Pl @ + el) - sin _i]} (68_)
Equations (68aa) and (68ab) are computed in Section 4.17.2.2; equations (68ad),
(68ae), (68af), and (68ag), in Section h.17.2.h.
When _ is determined by arc tangent function, it is placed in the correct
one of the first four quadrants by comparing the signs of the sine and cosine.
However, when E is near 0 or 2_, an intermediate step of the iteration
may result in a value of E in the fifth or minus first quadrant. To aszure
that _ and E be in the same quadrant when cos _ > 0 the equation is
then:
E
= sign E[_ + w(l - i sign _ + 2 integer part of _-_)] (68ah)
3.3.i.3 Jacobi Inte6ral
The test quantity, AC a, for the analytic solution is simply obtained by
subscripting the coordinates in equation (16) with the subscript a as shown
in Section h.17.15.
The initial value of the Jacobi constant is given by [see equations (IBb)
and (i_)]:
2(1- E_) (68a)
Cinit = Cpart -
£ r
o
Substitution of the initial conditions (63) and (66) in equation (14) yields:
2
= X"(O)2_ 2 + 2x_(O)y_(O)_cos i + y&(O)2cos i + y_(O)2sin2iCpart a
p H Q





CP art = Xa(O)2 {_2 + 2£ d#(O)dt cos i + .(d#(O))2dt"
- 2 [6 de(O)
dt
2
cos i]} - 2(1 - Eh)Xl(0) --
a
(68b)
Cinit is computed in Section h.8.6.
aC
constant is then given by a
Cinit
The fractional error in the Jacobi
3.3.2 Numerical Residual Perturbation Method
The numerical residual perturbation method to be described below uses as
a reference orbit the two-body ellipse as given by So, to, hut accounts
for the secular perturbations, which are reflected by the rotation of this
ellipse with respect to the x', y', z' frame. This rotation is composed of
the recession of the node as defined by equation (39) and the precession of
the pericenter, which is comprised in equations (30) and (31). However, equa-
tions (30) sad (31) contain some oscillatory terms due to the elliptic motion
of the satellite. In order to separate the secular part, the arg_ent of
pericenter, _, is introduced as follows:
¢ = ¢ + _ (69)
Substituting equations (52) sad (hi) in equation (hO), one obtains:
E2ml@ 2 2
= _ + m + + c _i _ + E _i t + ¢ _191 t (70)
Now from equation (26) or equation (27), it can be seen that the secular part
of the relation between t and _ is given by:
= a-B/2t (71)
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If equations (71), (46), and (35) are substituted in equation (70), one obtains
for _:
2 3 a3/2 _ ule2_l
t = _ t (72)
_= _ 2 _
I+ eu I
To keep _ smaller than 2_, t is replaced by:
t = (t modulo2_)I_ (72a)
The quantity _ is computed in Section 4.4 t is incremented in the RKSIMP
subroutine (Section 7), and the modulo is formed in Section 4.17.1. The
rotating ellipse is then described by:
_S = PS COS V
ns = Ps sin v
_s=O
(73)
where the origin of _, n, _ is the smaller body,
n points 90 ° ahead of _ in the direction of motion,
orbit plane, and
points towards apocenter,
is normal to the
_s











The subscript s indicates approximate coordinates as derived from the
reference orbit; Ps and v are radial distance and true anomaly, the latter
measured from apocenter.
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{M} is a matrix c_posed of three rotation matrices: A rotation around
the z' axis by the angle Q, described by (see page hl ff. reference 3):
{Q} =I icos Q sin _ 0sin _ cos Q 0
0 0 1
A rotation around the line of nodes by the angle i, described by:
(75)
{i} = l o ol0 cos i sin
0 - sin i cos
(76)
4
A rotation around the polar axis of the orbital plane by the angle
described by:
{m} =
I cos w sin _ 01





{M} = {_}-{i}{n} (78)
{M} =
cos w cos
- sin w sin Q cos i
- sin w cos
- cos w sin _ cos i
+ sin _ sin i
cos w sin
+ sin w cos _ cos i
- sin w sin
+ cos _ cos Q cos i
- cos _ sin i
J
sin w sin i
cos w sin i
cos i (79)
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in inertial coordinates the two-body solution may be written as:
Is = {M}T{s (81)
or, using equation (73) and the transposed matrik of matrix (79)
' = Ps[COS (v + u) cos fl - sin (v + _) sin n cos i]x s
' = Ps[COS (v + _) sin _ + sin (v + _) cos _ cos i]Ys
Z's = 0s sin (v + _) sin i
Equation (82) is computed in Section 4.15.6.
(82)
The velocity components are obtained by differentiation of equation (81)
with respect to time:
+ (83)
Differentiating again yields the accelerations:
•o ,,
_s' = {M}T_s + 2
d{M} T _ d2{M} T








+ sin _ cos _ cos i
- cos _ cos
+ sin _ sin _ cos i
- sin u sin
+ cos _ cos _ cos i
sin _ cos
+ cos _ sin _ cos i
0
- cos _ sin i
- sin _ sin i
-- @J
sin _ cos
+ cos _ sin _ cos i
sin _ sin
-- cos _ cos _ cos i
- cos _ sin i
cos _ cos
- sin _ cos _ cos i
cos u sin
+ sin _ cos _ cos i




d2{M}T = _ 62
dt 2
cos _ cos
- sin _ sin _ cos i
cos _ sin
+ sin _ cos _ cos i
- sin _ cos
- cos _ sin _ cos i
- sin _ sin
+ cos _ cos _ cos i
0
+ sin _ sin i,_
!






- cos _ cos _ cos i
- sin _ cos
- cos _ sin _ cos i
cos _ sin _ 0
+ sin _ cos _ cos i
- cos _ cos _ 0
+ sin _ sin _ cos i
0 0 0
cos _ cos
i - sin _ sin _ cos i
_ _2 cos _ sin
i + sin _ cos _ cos i
L sin _ sin i
- sin _ cos _ 0
- cos _ sin _ cos i
- sin _ sin _ 0
+ cos _ cos _ cos i
cos m sin i 0 (86)
The rates of change of node and pericenter, _ and _, are obtained by
differentiating equations (39) and (72) with respect to t:
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3 a312 2
2 _ - C VlW I
_= c 2
1 + £ Wl
(8T)
(88)
Equations (87) and (88) are computed in Section h.h.
The vector _s in Keplerian motion is given by:
sin v
_s = - al/2(1 _ e211/2
" COS V - e
ns = al/2(l _ e2) 1/2
_s= 0
(89)
Equations (89) can be derived from equation (73) by differentiation with




s i - e cos v
(90)
Substituting equations (73), (89), (79), and (85) in equation (83) and
rearranging yields the following expression for the approximate velocity
vector:
S
-i {+ sin (v + w) cos n + cos (v + w) sin n cos i
/a(l - e 2)
- e(sin m cos _ + cos w sin _ cos i)}
- Ps{COS (v + e) sin n [6 + m cos i]
+ sin (v + w) cos £ [w + _ cos i]} (91)
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1
_a(1 - e2) (- sin _ sin (v+ _) + cos _ cos (v + _) cos i
+ e[sin w sin _ - cos m cos fl cos i]}
+ %{cos (v + _) cos _ (_ + _ cos i)
- sin (v + w) sin _ (_ + _ cos i)} (92)
Zs' = /a(lSin- e 2)i [cos (v + _) - e cos m] + ps _ sin i cos (v + _)
(93)
Equations (91) through (93) are used in Section 4.17.13.
The residual perturbation equations of motion are obtained by substitution
of the two-body equations of motion, i.e.:
_s
_s = - -_
Ps
(9h)
in equation (8h), subtitution of equation (7h) in the result, and then subtrac-
tion of this from the exact restricted three-body equations (5), yielding:
°° -_
.... x' Eh) , eh )
- ax' =--_ _- 3 + (i- (1- )-,. s (1-
P Ps r r
d{M} T _ d2{M} T ÷







The vector A_' is the correction vector which is to be added to the
solution of the reference orbit in order to obtain the correct coordinates, i.e.,
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_' = _' ÷ &_' (96)
s
(This addition is accomplished in Section h.16.2.)
Equations (95) are to be integrated numerically. The first two terms on
the right side of equation (95) represent a small difference of two large num-
bers. In order to avoid the loss of significant figures, the Encke transfor-
mation as described in detail in reference 3, starting at the bottom of page
176, will be applied.
Substitution of equations (85), (86), (89), and (73) in equation (95) and
rearranging yields:
Ax' = i__ [fq(Xs + AX') - X'] - (i - eh)e2x '
3 r 3
Ps
+ (i - ch)(l - _) cos ct
r
÷
_a(1 - e 2)
{- sin (v+ _) sin £ + cos (v + =) cos n cos i




{+ COS (V + _) COS n - sin (v+ m) sin n cos i
- e (cos u cos £ - sin = sin _ cos i)}
- 2Ps£_{sin (v + _) sin n - cos (v + m) cos n cos i}
+ ps(m 2 + 62){cos (v + m) cos £ - sin (v + m) sin n cos i} (98)
(1 - ¢h)E2(ys + Ay')ee
Ay' =i____
PsB [fq(Ys + &y') - y'] - r3
+ (i - ah)(l - _)sin et
r
÷ ,,,
/a(l- e2) {sin (v + u) cos n + cos (v + =) sin £ cos i
7O
- e (sin _ cos n + cos w sin n cos i)}
2_
/ a(z - e2)
{cos (v + _) sin n + Sin (v + m) cos n cos i
- e (cos _ sin n + sin _ cos n cos i)}
- 2Ps_{- sin (v + _) cos _ - cos iv + _) sin £ cos i}
+ ps(62 + _2){cos (v + _) sin _ + sin (v + _) cos n cos i} (99)
(i- E4)E2(Z ' + AZ']
..
AZ' = i___[fq(ZS + az'1 - s3 3
0s r
+ _ sin i{[ 2 + ps &] sin (v + _) - 2e
/a(l - e2) /a(l - e2)
sin _}
(zoo)
Equations (98) through (i00) are used in Section 4.16.2 where the
quantities f and q are defined by:
1 1 1 1
q : -_ [(x_+ _ Ax')Ax'+ (Ys + _ Ay')Ay'+ (Z's+ _ nz')A-']
0 s





= 3[1 - _q + 2_37 q2 5-7-9 q32-3-h + "" "]
- -_. q(...))))}
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The above expansion can be found in reference 4, page 98, equation
((7,6)). They are evaluated in Section 4.16.1.
Now it is still necessary to define Ps and v as functions of
time. Introducing the eccentric anomaly E, the theory of elliptic
motion (e.g., reference 2, page 164, equations (48) and (49), with
k( 1/_-_+m) being 1 in this case) gives:
t = a-3/2[E + e sin E] (lO3)
COS V =
cos E + e
1 + e cos E (104)
f---T
sin v = ¢1 - e- sin E (105)
1 + e cos E
Ps = a(l + e cos E) (106)
There are plus signs instead of minus signs in the above equations
because all the anomalies are measured from apocenter. Equations (lOb)
and (105) are evaluated in Section 4.15.2. Equations (106) is evaluated
in Section 4.15.3. Kepler's equation (103) is solved for E in Section
4.15.1 by iteration as follows:
a-3/2[t s - ts(Ei) ] a-3/2t - E. - e sin E.S 1 S 1
Ei+ 1 = E + dt s = E +i (E) i 1 - e cos Ei s i
dE
a-3/2t s - es(E i cos E.I - sin E.)I





with a first estimate:
E1 a-3/2t s
= -- e S
sin (a-3/2t) + 1 2 sin 2(a-3/2t ) (108)
S 2 es S
Equation (108) is taken from reference 2, page 169, equation (59); M
being a-3/2t . The quantity t is the input time, modulo 2wa 3/2 (see
S S
Section 17.1).
3.3.2.1 Initial Conditions for the Residual Perturbation Solution
The initial conditions on the residual perturbation equations of motion
(98) through (i00) are chosen such that for t = 0 the total values of x',
y', and z' agree with the values xL, y_, and z' of the analytica
solution.
;,(o)= =  L(o)
They are set equal in Section 4.8.3. The initial conditions for the
reference orbit are:
from equations (103) through (i06), (73), (39), (72), and (82):
E(O) : v(O) = O, Os(O) = a(1 + e)









y_(o) : _._(o) = o
The initial conditions from equations (113) are established in Section
h.8.3
From equations (91) through (93):
4113)
_(o) = o (llh)
y_(O) = [a(l - e2)]-I/2cos i (i - e) + Ps(O)(6 + _ cos i)
1








Equation (llh) is computed in Section h.8.6. Equations (i15) and (116)
are computed in Section h.8.4.
N_w from equation (109):
A_,4o) = _;(o) - _;(o)
(i17)









A#'(o) = x'_ cos i
Az'(O) = x'G sin i
= [(1 + ¢2m I) dt(O)]-id_
dt (0) -i
2 o













2 dto(O) 2 dtl(O)
- e _I d_ - ¢ d_ (i + e2_l )
dt(O 1 dto(O)





The A velocities are not zero at the initial time because the precessing
ellipse has been chosen to be a mean ellipse rather than an initial oscu-
lating ellipse. This was necessary in order that the period of the ellipse
did not vary in a secular manner from the period of the actual motion.
Equations (llT) through (120) are computed in Section h.8.h.
Substitution of the initial conditions into equations (98) through (i00)
yields the initial residual accelerations:
A_'(o) : 1 -
r 3
0
[2¢2x'(0) + 3¢hx'(O) 2 + ¢6x'(0)3]
2(1-_) (6cos i+_)
4(1 - e2)
+ 2x'(O)R_ cos i + x'(O)(_ 2 + 62) (121)
., °o
ny,(o) = az,(o) = o (122)
which are computed in Section 4.8.5.
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3.3.3 Fixed Reference Orbit
For comparison, a fixed, osculating Kepler ellipse is also calculated
from the initial conditions. The node and the argument of apocenter are
zero at t = 0, and the inclination has the same value as in the previous
solutions. However, the osculating values for a and e are different
from those used previously because the perturbations in the velocities do
not vanish initially in the analytic solution.
To obtain the osculating values for a, the formula in reference 3,
page h8, equation (88) is used:
! = [ _ v2 (12B)
a r




On the same page, further below, the following equation is found:
r
e cos u = i - --
a (125)
Since the eccentric anomaly, u, is 180 ° initially, this becomes in our
notation:
0(0) x'(0)
e = --- 1 = 1 (126)
a a
Equations (124) and (126) are used in Section h.19.3. The coordinates and
velocity components are then obtained as in equations (82) and (91) through
(93), but setting m = n = _ = 6 = 0:
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X_ = PS COS V
' = PS sin v cos iYf
z_ = Ps sin v sin i (127)
x}= - [a(1 - e2)] -1/2 sin v
y_ = + [a(1 - e2)] -1/2 (cos v - e) cos i
z_ = + [a(1 - e2)] -1/2 (cos v - e) sin i
Equations (127) are computed in Section _.28.2.
Again, the Jacobi constant is calculated according to equation (16),
subscripting all the variables with f, indicating that they are computed
from the fixed orbit, be radius vector and the total velocity are also
compared with the corresponding values obtained by the numerical residual
perturbation method:
Ap_= _(.}- _,)2 + (y}_ y,)2 + (.._ _ ,,)211/2
Apf = al/2[(x_ - £,)2 + (_ _ _,)2 + (;._ _ ;,)211/2
(128)
Equations (128) are used in Section h.28.2
The quantities _of and &p_ are normalized with the somi-maJor axis
and the circular velocity a-i/2_
3.3.h Numerical Intesration of Total Equations
For the integration of the total equations the same initial conditions
as in the analytic solution are used, but the exact equations of motion (5)
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are integrated numerically. The results are checked by means of the Jacobi
integral equation (16). The radius vector and the total velocity are also
compared with the values obtained from the numerical residual perturbation
method by computing the differences, normalized with a and a-1/2, re-
spectively:
1 (xc x')2 ,)2 ,)211/2,% -_[ - + (y_ - y + (_&-
%e "- a1/2[ (_& - _' )2 + (_ _ #, )2 + (;._ _ &,)2]1/2
(129)
where x' ' z' xc Yc and _.' stand for the values obtained byC' YC C _ ' ' C
numerical integration of the exact equations of motion (5). Equations
(129) were used in Section 4.28.2.
3-_ METHODFOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
The Runge-Kutta method is used for the numerical solution of the
differential equations. The method is a simple extension of the methods for
the second order and simultaneous equations given by Hildebrand (reference
5, page 237) which are:







the solution may be written as:
(6.16.8) Yn+l : Yn + _ (ko + 2kl + 2k2 + k3) + O(h5)




(6.16.9) k 0 = hF(xn,Yn,Un) ,
1 1 1
kI = hF(x n + _ h, Yn + _ ko' Un + _ mO )'
1 1 1
k 2 = hF(x n + _ h, Yn + _ kl' Un + _ml)'
(132)
= _ ÷k 3 hF(x n + h, Yn + k2 Un' m2)
and
(6.16.10) m0 = hG(xn,Yn,Un),
1 1 1
mI = hG(x n + _ h, Yn + _ k0' Un + _m0)"
1 1 1
m 2 = hG(x n + _ h_ Yn + _ kl' Un + _ ml)'
m 3 = hG(x n + h, Yn + k2' Un + m2)"
(133)
e The second order equation
(6.16.n) d2y = G(x,y,y'),
dx 2
(134)








Then equation (6.16.9) gives :
= = h k2 = hy n + hk 0 hY n, kI hY n + _ m 0, _ ml'
and hence equations (6.16.8) and (6.16.10) give:
k 3 = hy n + hm 2 ,
(6.16.12) Yn+l = Yn + hYn + _ (mo + ml + m2) + O(h5),




m 0 = hG(xn,Yn,Yn),
= 1 1 hy n , + 1m I hG(x n + _-h, Yn + 2- ' Yn _ mo)'
= 1 i hy n + 1 , 1m2 hG(x n + _ h, Yn + 2- _ hmo' Yn + _ ml)'
= 1 , + .
m 3 hG(x n + h, Yn + hYn + _ hml' Yn m2)
(136)
The extension of the above technique to three second-order differential equations:
d2x.
1




dt = gi (t' Xl' x2' x3) for i = i, 2, 3 (138)
dgi
d-_-= fi (t' Xl' x2' x3)
= hf (tn,moi i Xln' X2n' XBn)
(139)
(1_0)
mli = hfi(tn + h Xln + h + h . + h2 Xln' X2n 2 X2n' X3n _ _3n ) (141)
h +h . h +h +h
m2i = hfi(tn + _' Xln _Xln + Kmol' X2n _ X2n Kmo2"
h h
X3n + 2 X3n + _ too3) (I42)
h +_+hm3i = hfi(t n + h, Xln + h_in + _mll , X2n _m12 ,
h
X3n + h_3n + _ m13) (143)
h
Xi(n+l) = Xin + hXin + K (moi + mli + m2i) + O(h 5) (144)
Xi(n+l) = Xin + _ [moi + 2(mli + m2i) + m3i] + 0(h5) (145)
With the substitution of x, y, z for Xl, x2, x3, equation (140) and the
parameter for equation (141) are computed in Section 7.8; equation (141) and
the parameter for equation (142) are computed in Section 7.26; equation (142)
and the parameters for equation (143) are computed in Section 7.27; and
equation (143) through (145) are computed in Section 7.28.
After integration over two intervals of equal size, the results for the
velocity components are compared with an integration over the same intervals
using Simpson's rule which is also of fourth order accuracy. Simpson's rule is
given on page 73 of reference 5 as:
x2 hSfIV(_)
h 4fI +f f(x) _x = _ (fo + f2) 90
x
o
where x ° < _ < x2
(146)
or in the notation of this problem:
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+ At "" 4Xn. I _n+2 ]Xn+2 = Xn T- [Xn + +
At .... + Yn.2]
_'n+2 = _}n + _ [ Yn + 4Yn+l
At e. o. ..
• = + -- [ Z + +Zn+2 Zn n 4 Zn+ 1 Zn+ 2 ]
(147)
where the subscript n means evaluated at time t the subscript n+l means
n'
evaluated at t + At, and the subscript n+2 means evaluated at t + 2At.
n n
By virtue of the comparison between the two integrated results, decisions,
are made by the program concerning the accuracy of the integration, and the com-
puting interval for the next two intervals is chosen. The logic underlying
these program decisions will now be explained using one first order differential
equation as an example.
Let the differential equation to be solved be of the form:
= _(t, x) (148)
If this equation is integrated over an interval, h, by Runge-Kutta methods of
fourth order, then the numerical value of that function corresponds to a Taylor
series expansion with an error term of 0(h5), i.e.:
h2 "_h 3 xlVh h
+ _ h + x + + + 0(h 5) (149)
Xn+l : Xn n n 2-K 3--T-- 4!
The complete functional form of the coefficient of the error term is unknown
V
but it is known to contain x For the purposes of this program the coefficient
of the fifth order term is assumed to be the next term in the Taylor series
V
x__
and x v is assumed to be a slowly varying function• The coefficient of the51
V
fifth order term in Simpson's rule is known to be - x___ Thus if we let x90 " c
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be the correct value of x at the end of the two equal intervals, and let
XRK and xSR be the Runge-Kutta and Simpson's rule integrated values res-
pectively, we may write:
xVh5
Xc = XRK + 2(-VK-! ) (150)
xVh5
Xc = xsR - 90 (151)
V
Eliminating x between these two equations and solving for x results in:
C
x V = 36(xSR - XRK)
h 5
(152)
From equations (150) through (152) the error in the Runge-Kutta solution is
estimated to be:
6x = _ (xSR - XRK) (153)
is dropped in the use of this equation in Section 7.14 because
A factor of 5
an arbitrary constant is introduced at this point.
Letting A_, A#, At be the changes in the _, _, _ values over the double
interval, then what is required in the program is that:
E = maximum (1611, 16_I,16_I) < Eal I : maximum (IW81Cmax) ,
(15_)
l0-9m im= (l l,l l,t l)
where Cma x = maximum ( ]A_:], I A_l, 1A_] ) (155)
and W 8 is an input number designed to require a series truncation gregter
than number truncation but as small as possible. An error which is less than
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10-9 of the maximumof the absolute values of x, Y, and _ is always accep-
table, since it will be lost in the first addition anywaybecause of the limits
of machine word length.
If E _ Eall, the computation proceeds.
are done over.
If E > Eall, the last two steps
If E is greater than an input minimum error Emi n Cmax, then At is
computed by:
E
Atne w = FDT * Atol d (Ell) "25 (156)
If it assumed that Eal I = WdCma x KAt where K is some constant (since x
is roughly proportional to At and c is normally proportional to Ax) and
max
FDT = i, then by equations (150), (153), and (15h) At would result in an
new
error of exactly Eal 1. FDT is an input number < 1 to prrvent Atne w from
V
resulting in an error E > Eal I due to number truncation or change.of x over
the two new intervals as compared to the xV of the previous two intervals.
If E < Emi n Cmax, then it is assumed that the error in XRK is primarily
due to number truncation in the computations. In this case equation (150)
does not apply. The new computing interval is then computed by:
= At • Atol dAtnew min (157)
where Atmi n is an input quantity > i. The checks against Eal I are made in
Sections 7.14 and 7.15 and checks against E . are made in Section 7.22. The
mln
computation of the time interval by formula (156) is accomplished in Section 7.19.
the computation of At by equation (156) is done in Section 7.24.
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Section h
EQUATIONSIN ORDER OF SOLUTION






Reason for Halt of Run
Semi-major axis = 0
Eccentricity equals or exceeds i
S (Inverse of radius vector) = 0
Derivative of time with respect to @ = 0
4.1.1 Set Input Arrs_s = 0
Set W I = 0 for I = i, 2, ..., 30
4.2 PROGRAM INPUT
Up to 30 quantities can be input to this program.
far are given below.
Those specified thus
4.2.1 Osculatin_ Orbital Elements
W I - a, semi-major axis in units of 1/2 D
W 2 - e, eccentricity
W3 - i, inclination (degrees)
4.2.2 Planetar_ Mass Ratio
4
W4=IA-= C
4.2.3 Time and Accurac 7 Specifications
w 5 = FTD, modifier of estimated computing interval for the next pass
W 6 = Not used
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W 7 = Run stop time
W8 = Maximum allowable velocity error
W 9 = Modifier of previous computing interval if velocity error is less
than the minimum allowable
WIO = Initial value of computing interval
WII = Maximum number of failures permitted in computing interval
determination
WI2 = Minimumallowable velocity error
WI3 = Flag to call for print
If WI3 _ O, print will be suppressed.
If WI3 > O, print will be called for.
4.3 MOVE INPUT TO WORKING STORAGE AND CHECK INPUT
h.3.1 Move Input to Workin_ Storage and Form Necessary Constants
8`"= linput 8`"I
e = linput el
e = e
s




4.3.2 Check on Constant Divisors I Halt Run if Am/ Are Zero
Test Semi-Major Axis
a <_ 0, go to Step _.3.2.1.1.




Set Error Code = I
Print Error Code and go to Step 4.2
Compute and Test e2
2
e2=l-e
If e2 _< O, go to Step _.3.2.2.1.
If e2 > O, go to Step 4.4.
_.3.2.2.1 Set Error Code to 2 and go to Step 4.3.2.1.2
4.4 COMPUTE CONSTANTS









Tnum i - Tnum i-I + 2 I
Tflen i = Tden i-i + 1
ITP - 2
Form for
i = 2, 3, o • • 9
ho
Ptl = 0
ap i = 0 i = I, ..., 13
3
a92 = (a 3/2)
aS32 = a32
CI = B.75¢a3e
_ _ (ii + 2he)
_I - 12
Ca = ¢a32
k =- .75 " a321
_ s.32 (1 + 12e)
mI - "---- 6
_3 (- 7 + 2he)








i + E2_ I
¢a[2 + ¢(v I - 2_.i)]
i = i°/57.2957795
C. " COS i
I





C. = cos i
is s
Sis = sin is











Pl = i + E2_ I
- _a (1 + _iml) (37)•
C2 = 1.875 ¢Ia12 e
•375 ¢ii a a32
C3 = i - ¢ia32
c6 =
C8 = i - ah
C9 = aeal2e 2
Clo = + £ia32 (i +clm I)





Compute - _ (_ + _ cos i)
e
C15 = -C12 - C13 Ci
Compute -2_fl - (_2 + _2) cos i
Compute
016 = -Clh - C 262 • C.1
2
ael/2 (6 cos i + _)
C17 = C12 Ci + C13
9O
Compute 2_ cos i + _2 + _2
Compute _2 sin i












































=l Vl xz Pl P3
cI c2 c3 c4 c5 c6
c7 c8 c9 Clo c_
+
4.6 PRINT HEADER FOR NUMERICAL RESIDUAL PERTURBATION SOLUTION LISTING T_E
INPUT VALUES OF a, e, i, and
4.7 SETPERTURBATION-TOTAL FLAG
ICH = i; the signal that residual perturbation equations are to be
n_erically solved and that the analytic solution is to be computed.
4.8 COMPUTE INITIAL VALUES OF POSITION, VELOCITY, AND ACCELERATION
Set e3 = i + e
dto a32(e3 )1"5
d, (1 - e) 1/2
(59)




Test Value of --
d$
dt
If vd--_"= O, go to Step 4.17.8.1.
dt





and Set Initial Values of t and
d__ = dt




X"a = ae3' where e3 = i + e
It




' = Z' = 0
Ya a (63)
X f = X v
a
y' = z' = 0




r = i + E2x' (t = O) (8)
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r 3= (i + ¢2x') 3
4.8.h Velocit_ Components
' = Z' = 0
YS S (ZZ3)
(6h)
aZ#" : _ a_
_ : 9'ici ÷_,, (66)






dt o dt 1
- (d-_-c2wz + ¢2 _ (z + ¢2wz)
dt





















Ax' = C8 E2x [2 + E2x (3 + E2x)]/r3
-/ (! - e)
+ 2(_ + 6 Ci)/ a(l + e)
+ X's (2 C_6 Ci + C_262) (121)
°Q .J
Ay' = Az' = 0 (122)
4.8.6 Initial Value of Jacobi Constant







r ° -- i + E2x'
(Ac/C)approx = (Ac/C)exac t -- 0
Print Jacobi integral, Cinit.





h. 9. i Test Perturbation-Total
If ICH = i, go to Step h.10.
If ICH = 2, go to Step 4.19.4.
h.10 OUTPUT. OF NUMERICAL RESIDUAL PERTURBATION SOLUTION
The format will be:
°,









x' x' x' x'
a a
y,
7., ;., 7., ;.,
a a
If this is the initial point (IP = i), then go to Step h.12; otherwise,
go to Step 4.18.1.
4.11 TEST HALT FLAG, KHALT
If KHALT = i, continue numerical residual perturbation at Step 4.12.
If KHALT = 2, go to Section 4.14.1 to discontinue the solution.
If KHALT = 3, initiate numerical solution of total equations of motion
at Step 4.19.
4.12 CALL NUMERICAL SOLUTION SUBROUTINE FOR RESIDUAL PERTURBATION EQUATIONS




























If KR = i, go to Step h.l_.
If KR = 2 or 4, go to Step 4.15.
If ER = 3, go to Step 4.16.
If KR = 5, go to Step h.17.
h.l_ TEST HALT FLAG, KHALT
If KHALT = i or 3, go to Step h.16.
If KHALT = 2, go to Step h.lh.l.
4.i_.i Print Computin_ Interval Selection Failed
Set Tf = last print time.
If ICH = i, initiate numerical solution of total equations of motion
at Step 4.19.
If ICH = 2, begin plotting results (Step h.31).
h.15 COMPUTE TWO-BODY EQUATIONS






Computea First Estimate for Eccentric Anomaly
sin )[i + e cosE = ta32 - es (ta32 s (ta32)]
AE = i0,000
Compute New Guess at E
(io8)
SE = sin E
CE = cos E
D =l+e CEn s
m
n
ta32 + es (EC E - SE)
D
n
If E = E, go to Step h.15.2.
n
If IEn - E l >__AE, go to Step h.15.l.h; otherwise set E = En'
AE = IE - E l and repeat Step h.15.1.3.
n




h.15.2 Compute Sine and Cosine of the True Anomalx
i 2 sin E SEsin v = - es C2h
1 + e cos E D
S n
(i05)
COS V = cos E + es CE + es




h.15.3 _ Ps = as(l + e CE) (zo6)
_. 15. _ Test Perturbation-Total Fla_
If ICH = i, continue below.
If ICH = 2, go to Step h.28.2.
h.15.5 Compute Argtunents of Node and Peri_ee and Their Sines and Cosines
_ ; C_ = cos _; S_ = sin
= _ ; C = cos _; S = sin m
C$s = cos v cos w - sin v sin w
SSs = sin v cos m + cos v sin
_.15.6 C_ompute the Precessin 6 Two-Body Position Coordinates in the Inertial
Coord/nate S_stem
X's = Ps(CSs C_ - SSs S_ Ci)
Ys' = Ps(CSs S_ + SSs C_ Ci)
Zs Ps Si
= S#s
C Et = COS y
Set = sin 7
I01
4.16 ACCELERATION COMPONENTS FOR NUMERICAL RESIDUAL PERTURBATION EQUATIONS
OF MOTION
4.16.1 Computation of the Small Differences Between the Two-Body Terms
Set q = 2
Ps
(lOl)
Determine the term of lowest order in the following series which is less
than 2 x l0-9
5 5-7 2 5"7"9 3
2-T q + 3-7 q - 4, q + "'"
up to a limit of 40 terms. If the fortieth term still exceeds 2 x 10 -9 ,
print its value, set final time tf = Pt(ITP - 1)' and begin the solution
of the total equations of motion at Step 4.19. If the absolute value of
the nth term is < 2 x l0 -9 and n _ 40, then compute
fq = 3q {i - q (i - q (i - q (i - _--q ...)))} (lO2)
etc., to the nth term
4.16.2 Compute Numerical Residual Perturbation Acceleration Components
X t = X' + AX t
S
y' ' + Ay'
= YS
Z t = Z t + AZ t
S
(96)
2 x, 2 y,2 z,2p = + +






r 3 = r2r
El - C8 ¢2/r 3




B1 = _ {2(5 * ; ,cos i)
/a(1 - e2)
* %[2; _ * (;2 . 52) cos i]}
= C15 + Ps C16
= 2(_ cos i + ;) + %[2_5 ¢o_ i + (;2 + 52)]
¢=(l - e2)-
= C17 ÷ 0s C18
Following the preliminary compu%a%ions, the acceleration components _7
be computed as:
_' = (:' x'
q - 6x')Ip3 _ Er I x' + Er2 C Et
SR B1 CR B2 - (S= SR C22 + C CR C23) (98)
+ SSs + CSs
y' +E
_' = (fqy' - a_" )/#)3- Er I r2 S¢t
cR Bz sR _2 (s= c_ * c s_ )
- S_s + C_s + C22 _ C23
(99)
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= (fqz' - Az')/p 3s - ErlZ' + SCs (C21 + Ps C19) - S_ C20
where C_, S_, C, S, CCs, and SCs are defined in Section 4.15.5,
Cct and SEt in Section 4.15.6, and C13 and C19 through C23 in
Section 4.4.
(zoo)
4.16.3 Test Run_e-Kutta Flag, KR
If KR = i, go to Step 4.16.4.
If KR > l, go to Step 4.12.
4.16.4 Test Print Fla6_ IPRINT
If IPRINT = 2, go to Step 4.12.
If IPRINT # 2, go to Step 4.17.
4.17 COMPUTATIONS FOR PRINT ONLY
4.17.1 Reduce All Angles that Increase with Time by Inte6er Multiples of 2_
T = T , modulo P (108)
S S SS
T_ = T_, modulo P_ (39a, b)
T : T , modulo Pm (72a)
7 = 7, modulo 2w
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4.17. I. 1 Test Value of T_
If t@ > TI,
If t@ > TI,
go to Step 4.17.1.2.
go to Step 4.17.2.1.




¢]. = [¢]. + ]. + e2,_]. e2UlT I ] modulo 21 (49)
a I = { [(a 1 + 21rPl) modulo 21] + 21PI } modulo 21 (28d)
Sal sin a1
Cal = cos Ul
a2 = { [(a I + 2_p I) modulo 2_] + 2_Pl} modulo 2x (28g)
where Cll
eI : (81 + 2_Cii) modulo 2w
is defined in Section 4.4.
(28e)
$81 = sin eI
Cel = cos eI
0 2 = (e 1 + 2_Cll) modulo 2w (28f)
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where
TI = 2wa32 + Cl(sin e2 - $81) - 1.375 ¢2a92 (sin a2 - Sal)
CI is defined in Section h.h.
(28e)
8 = (8 + 2_p 3) modulo 2_ (29)
4.17.2 Solution of the Perturbed Kepler Equation
As in the unperturbed case, @ (true anomaly) is an implicit function
of time and @(t) must be found by iteration.
_.17.2.1 Compute Initial Guess at E
E = t_la32 - e sin (t@/a32)(l -
AE = i0,000
P
h.17.2.2 Compute Sine and Cosine of
e cos t_/a32)
SE = sin E
CE = cos E
Dn = 1 + e CE
e2S E
S_ = sin _ = D
n
(68aa)
where e2 = _ is computed in Section h.h








If sin _ = O, go to Step h.17.2.3.2; otherwise go to Step _.17.2.3.3.
_.17.2.3.2 Set _ = 0 or w
Go to Step h.17.3.
(i- i sign C@)
_.17.2.3.3 Compute principal value of _ (- w/2 < _ < w/2)
(sin ¢_
@ = tan-I "cos @"
h.17.2.3.h Test cos @
If cos @ < O,
If cos @ = O,
If cos @ • O,
then set _ = _ + w and go to Step _.17.2.h.
go to Step _. 17.2.3.5.
go to Step h.17.2.3.6.
h.17.2.3.5 Set $ = ./2 or 3w/2
Go to Step _.17.2._.
_-2(2 - 1 sign s_)
h.17.2.3.6 Place @ in first or third quadrant
E
@ = sign E [@ + w(l - i sign S_ + 2 integer part of _)]
4.17.2.h Compute New Guess at
compute (_i- l)_
E
Cll _ = Cll •
(68ah)
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Compute sin (2p I - i)_
Sell _ = sin CII _
Compute cos (2p I - i)_
CCII_ = cos CII #
Compute sin (2p I - i)(@ + eI)
Spl = SCII_CBI + CCII_Sel
Compute cos (2pI - i)(_ ÷ eI)
Cpl = CCII@CBI - Scll_Sel
Compute cos 2pl_
C2pl_ = Ccll@C@ - Scll$S$
Compute sin 2Pl_
S2pl_ = Scll_C_ + Ccll_S_
Compute cos 2Pl(@ + aI)
Cpl _ = C2Pl_Cal - S2PI_Sal
Compute sin 2Pi($ + al )
+




d,--= _ c1(c_ _ Cp1) + 9/2,10E2a t-_C_ - 2.75 Cp1_] (68ad)




= - - + ) + c2a92[i-_ S@ 1.375(Spi _ )] (68af)zRtl CI(S @ Spl SB 1 - _ Sml
dt 1
a32e(E cos E - sin E) + E_--+ t# - ¢2t 1
E = (6Bag)
n 2 dtl
a32(i + e cos E) + ¢ _--
If En = E, go to Step h.17.3.
If IEn - E l _> A_, go to Step h.17.2.5.
Otherwise set
and
AEp = IEn - E l
E-E
n
and go to Step h.17.2.2.
h.17.2.5 Store Maximum Final Value of A_
= .ax(AZp  ,IAZp[)
h.17.3 Compute Auxiliary Functions of # and t
CP3 cos p3 @ cos 8 - sin p3 _ sin 8
(29)
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SP3 = sin p3 _ cos 8 + cos p3 _ sin 8
1 - eC_
s = a + C2(C_ - Cpl) + e2a2[(2 - 5C_)/3 + Cpl _]
e
(18, 19, 22)
where C2 is defined in Section h.h, C_ and S@ in Section h.17.2.2, and
Cpl and Cpl _ in Section 4.17.2.h.
Test the value of s.
If s < 0, set and print the error code = 7 and go to Step h.3.2.1.2.
w
If s > 0, continue below.
h.17.h Compute Double Prime Coordinates
¢2vlt_¢ = i + ¢2mi
(49)
X"a = (cos @ COS _i - sin @ sin _l)/S (48)
Ya (sin $ cos @i + cos $ sin $1)/s
I
z'i = C3(SP3 P3S_)




fl = C6T fl where C6 = (39)
C R = cos
110
S_ = sin
_.17.6 Compute Approximate Coordinates in Plane of Planets
xa = X"a CR - Ya" SR Ci + Z"a SR S.1
' = x" S_ + "Ya a Ya C_ C. -z" CR S.1 a 1
Z'a = Ya" Si + Z"a C.I
(50)
where S. = sin i and C. = cos i
1 1
_.17.7 Compute Time Derivatives of _, $, and s
dt i0 _
_-_ = c9/(i - eC_) 2 - Cl(C @ - cpl) + e2a92(- _ C_ 2.75 Cpl _)
where C9 is defined in Section 4._ and C_, Cpl , and Cpl _ are





Test Value of d-_
dt
If_= 0, go to Step _.17.8.1.
dt
If_# O, go to Step h.17.9.
Set the Error Code = 8 and Go to Step h.3.2.1.2















h. 17. i0 Compute Approximate Velocity Components in Orbit Plane
X I!
_,,= ,,a¢ a as
a Ya dt s dt
•" = x" d¢ Ya ds
Ya a dt - s dt (5h)
{"a= c3 (CP3 - c_) a__at




h.17.11.1 Test Perturbation-Total Flag
If ICH = i, go to Step h.17.12.
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If ICH - 2, go to Step h.17.1_.i.
_.17.12 Compute Approximate Velocity Components in Inertial System
i_- c6 (-x"_s_- y_"c_ci + z"_c_si)+ i_c_- _s_ci + qs_si
c6 " o.= - y s_ci + z"s_s_)+ i_s_+ _"c_c_- i"c_s
ia "" + _"C-= YaSi a I (ST)
where C6 = _, C_ = cos S, S_ = sin _, C. = cos i, and S. = sin i as1 1
computed previously.
h.17.13 Compute Precessing Keplerian Velocity Components in Inertial STstem
is - - [S_sCn + C_sS_Ci -e(SC_ + cws_ci)]lae112
Ps [_(C_sSn÷ c_ci) + snci)]
- S_s +_(SSsCn CSs
Ys = - [S¢sSfl - C¢ scnci -e(SwSfl - C_C_Ci)]/ael/2
+ Ps [_(C_sC_- snci) s_- c_ci)]S_s -_(S_s C_s




where C_, S_, C , Sw, and C@s are defined in Section h.15.5 and ael/2 ,
Ci, and Si are computed in Section 4.h.
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h.iT.lh Compute Total Inertial Velocity Components and Vector Magnitudes
_' = i' + a_'
S
= YS (Ii?)
_-' = i' + a_.'
s
4.17.1h.i Compute Inertial Velocity
= _,2 + @,2 + _,2
p =
_.17.z5 Compute Jacobi Constant Fractional Errors
r=JVZ
ACE = V 2 + 2[¢i(_'y' - @'x') - i/p - C8(x'CEt + y'SEt) ]
-Cpart + 2C8 rro(r ° + r)
[2(x, CEt + y, _ 2)]Set xo) + E2(0 2 - x°
(16)
where V is defined in Section h.17.1h.l, C 8 in Section h.h, and CEt
and Sat in Section h.15.6.
aC E
T = ACE/Cinit
2 X,2 + ,2 + Z,2
Pa = a Ya a
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ra = {1 + £2[2(x&Cet + ya-ct)_" + a2Pa2]}1/2
AC 2= :_' .,2 {,2 . ., , I
* y_ ÷ _ .2[_l(x_y _ - y x) /_z
-cs(xlcat* y,s )] - c
a at part
(i6)
,_, _ 2)][2(x_Cat * Y_°_t %) * _2(°_ - Xo
+ 2C 8 rr(r +r )




2 2 y2 20 = X + + Z
S _ S S
Os = /-_--0
s
rs = {1 * a2[2(XsC t + YsSat' ) + {2o2] } 1/2
AC
={_,2 + 9,2 + _,2
C s s s + 2[el(_sy s - _}sXs ) - 1/p s
- Cs(x;C t + ysO t )] - Cpart
,. 2 x_)][2(x_Cct + YsOct - xo) + c2(P s -
+ 2C 8
rs o o s
If KHALT : i, go to Step h.17.16.
If K]IALT : 2, go to Step h.lh.l
} /Cinit
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Test if Printin_ is Desired
WI3 ! 0, go to Step 4.18.1.
WI3 > 0, go to Step 4.10.
4.18 SAVE PLOT VALUES AND TEST IF PLOTTING ARRAY IS FULL
4.18.1 Save Values from Numerical Solution of Total E_uations of Motion
Pt(ITP) = t
Pt(ITP + I) = Tf




ap(IT + l) = I-_I
4
ap(IT + 2) = x'
ap(IT + 5) = [(x'




ap(IT + h) _ I--C---I
x')2 + (y, _y,)2 + (z,
a a a






- z')2] 1/2 / a
_ z,)2]1/2 / a
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%(IT + I0)= a12[(_ - _,)2+ (_ _ 9,)2 + (_ _ _,)2]i12
4 %(IT + ii) = #'
ap(n + 12) = _'
Increment index of plot arrays.
4.18.2 Test Value of ITP
If ITP > 700, set
If ITP < 700, set
to to Step h.ll.
Tf = Pt(ITP)" and go to Step 4.19.
ITP = ITP+ i, set Pt(ITP) = Tf, and
4.19 INITIATE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF TOTAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
4.19.1 Set Perturbation-Total Fla 6
ICH = 2
K_=0
4.19.2 Cqm/_ute Initial Conditions for Numerical Solution of Total Equations
of Motion









d_ /i - e
+ 7 e2a92/12





dt(l + c2w I)
(65)
_, = x'(_c i + c6)
_' = x' a-_S
dt i
= (_,2 + 1,2)i/2





"" E2x))ir3x' = - l--l--+ C 8 E2x(2 + E2x(3 +
x ,2
where C8 is computed in Section 4.4.
.... AC














Pss = 27 as32
ael/2 = %s(l - e2)
S
Go to Step h.9.
h.19.4 Print Header for Numerical Solution of Total Equations of Motion
4.20 PRINT NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF TOTAL EQUATIONS OF MDTIONS
t' x' R' x' p
y' _' y' p
AC to
--Ec z' i' z'
C
AC AC AC F ACEACa s c
C C C C C
AP a AP s AP c AP F
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h.21 TEST HALT FLAG, KHALT
If KHALT = I, continue below.
If KHALT = 2, go to Step 4.14.1.
If KNALT = 3, go to Step 4.B1.
4.22 CALL NUMERICAL SOLUTION SUBROUTINE FOR TOTAL EQUATIONS OF MOTIONS







X ! ! t
,y , z






h.23 TESTRUNGE-KU_A FLAG, KR
If KR = i, continue below.
If KR = 2, 3, or h, go to Step _.25.
If KR = 5, go to Step _.28.1.
4.2_ TEST HALT FLAG, KHALT
If  ALT=2, set tf- Pt(1 -l)
If KHALT = 1 or 3, continue below.
and go to Step 4.1h.1.
4.25 COMPUTE TOTAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION
2 X,2 y,2+z,2p = +
p3 = (p2)1.5
y = y modulo 2w
Cat = cos y
y = et is developed in
subroutine _IMP
SEt = sin V
2 ¢4p2r = i + + 2¢2(x'Cct + y'Sct)






Erl = C8c2/r3 C8 is defined in Section h.4.
= C8¢212(x,C¢ t + y,S¢ t) + ¢2 p2] [!,,,_r3(lr(l++r)r)] (5)
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•. X !
x' = - --- E x' + E
p3 rI r 2 CEt
"" - Y' ErlY' + EY' = p3- r2SEt
•- Z !
z' = ---- E z'
p3 rI
(5)
When the expression for E and E are substituted in the equations
rI r2
above, one arrives at a set of differential equations identical to (5) except
that the last term on the right side of (5) has been put over the common
demoninator r3(l + r) in order to cancel the large terms in the numerator.
4.26 TEST RUNGE-KUTTA FLAG, KR
If KR = i, continue below.
If KR = 2, 3, 4, or 5, go to Step 4.22.
4.27 TEST PRINT FLAG, IPRINT
If IPRINT = i, continue below.
If IPRINT = 2 or 3, go to Step 4.22.
4.28 COMPUTE DATA FOR PRINT AND FOR PLOT ROUTINE





r = (r2) "5
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V 2 = _:,2 + _,2 + _,2
= (v2).5
ACc = V 2 + 2[el(_'y' - #'x') - !p _ C8(x,Ce t + y,Set) _ Cpar t
[2(x,Ce t _ Xo ) + e2(p2 2+ Y'Set - Xo)]
+ 2C8 rro(r ° + r) (16)





T = T modulo P
S S SS
and Set are computed in
Go to Step 4.15 for solution of Kepler's equation.
4.28.2 Compute the Fixed Orbit Values
xf OsCv
Yf PsSvCi
Z'f = OsSvS i
_ = _ Sv/Sel/2












2 _2 2of =x + +
of = (o2f)"5
rf = { 1 + ¢2[2(x_CEt + y_Set) + 6202 ] } .5
•,2+ , , i
&Of = ,2. + Yf {_2 ¥2161(_y f - _x_) -
0"7
- Cs(x_Cat + yf'S6t)] - Cpart
[2(x_C6t + Y_S6t - x o) + 62(0 2 - X2o)]
+ 2C8 rfro(ro + rf) '
(16)
where C8 is computed in Section h.4 and C6t and SEt are computed in
Section 4.25.





AOf = a [(x_ - ap(iT + 2) + (Yf - ap(IT + 3) )2 + (z_ - ap(iT + 7))2] 1/2
= + )2g0f al/2[(_(_ - ap(IT + 8)) 2 (_r_ - ap(iT + 11)
+ (_._ - ap(iT + 12))2] 1/2
= _ )2 )2AOc [(x' ap(IT + 2) + (y' - ap(IT + 3)
+ (z' - ap(iT + 7))2]1/2/a
= _ _ )2%c al/2[(_(' ap(IT + 8) )2 + (_r' ap(Im + 11)
_ )211/2
+ (_" ap(IT + 12)
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eh.28.3 Set Quantities Just Computed Equal to Values in Plot Array
_(XT + 7) = _c
ap(xT + 8) = a0f
4.29 TEST W_d;JE OF HALT FLAG, KHALT
4.30
h. 31
If KIL_LT = 3,
If KHALT - 2,
If KfM_LT = i,
go to Step 4.20.
go to Step h. 14.1.
continue below.
TEST, IF PRINTING IS DESIRED
If WI3 _ O, go to Step h.22.
If W > O, go to Step h.20.
13
CALL THE PLOT _JBROUTINE









h.32 RUN IS COMPLETED, CALL THE NEXT CASE AT STEP h.2
126
Section 5
MAIN PROGRAM DETAIL FLOW CHARTS
5. I EXPLANATION
The flow charts of this section describe the logic of the main program
completely, i.e., all conditional transfers are shown. The numbers to the
top left at each box are the subsection numbers of Section 4 where the
operations mentioned in the box are detailed. The numbers on the top right
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This section contains the listing of the main program. The subsection
numbers on the comment cards refer to the subsections of Section h, Equations
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SUBROUTINE FOR N_MERICAL SOLUTION
OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, RKSIMP
7.1 EQUATIONS IN ORDER OF SOLUTION
7.1.1 Subroutine Input
7.1.1.1 Calling Sequence
KR Runge-Kutta flag; takes on five values from i to 5 indi-
cating the cycle of Runge-Kutta. Initially set = 1 by




Initial point flag; signals first point calculations by
_h_ _uLv_izi_. iniui_iiy _ co ± uy _ae maAn program
and advanced to 2 by the subroutine.
Simpson's rule computation flag. The computations are
bypassed if KC = l, computed if KC = 2. Wholly under
the control of the subroutine.
Time; initial value set by main program, thereafter
under control of the subroutine.
At
ICH
Computing interval; initial value is input; if input is
left blank, it is set equal to 0.005 by the subroutine.
A flag that signals which equations are being integrated.







ICH = 2 corresponds to numerical solution of total equa-
tions of motion
Wholly under control of the main program.
Dummy variables of position, velocity, and acceleration,
respectively.











Print flag; print if equal to 1.
Initially set = 1 by main program for numerical residual
perturbation solution
Initially set = 2 by main program for numerical solution
of total equations of motion
Under control of subroutine during numerical solution of






Time modulo the period of the precessing ellipse





Time modulo the period of the node
Time modulo the period of the apocenter
y - ct
ITP Plot point index
7. i. 2 Test Runse-Kutta Flag, KR
If KR = i, continue below (Step 7.1.3).
If KR = 2, go to Step 7.1.26.
If KR = 3, go to Step 7.1.27.
If KR= h,
If KR= 5,
go to Step 7.1.28.
go to Step 7.1.30.
7.1.3
If
Test Initial Flag, IP
IP = I, first point computations must be executed; continue below
(Step 7.1.h).
If IP = 2, go to Step 7.1.9.
7.1.4 First Point Computations
7.1.h.1
Set
Set Flags and Initial Conditions










MFAIL = IWll I
tpT = Ptl
Obsolete.
Set computing interval counter = -2.




Indicates next two Runge-Kutta cycles to be at the same
At •
Set value for the minimum allowable error equal to input
value.
Modifier of allowable computing interval.
Set intermediate and total failure
counters to zero.
Set the maximum number of failures allowed equal to an
input value.
Set first print time for numerical solution of total equa-
tions of motion.
(Note: Unnecessary on numerical residual perturbation















Sets velocity increments for use in computing interval
tests initially equal to zero.
Sets initial values of angle and time variables to zero.
Sets print interval to i/4 radian of M
7.1.4.2 Set the Maximum Allowable Error Equal to the Input Value or Equal to
-7
i0 if the Input Value is Zero
_ I,.,I __ _ _ _,,-7 _._ ,, _
Eall '-8 ' -" -all ...... 8 -
7.1.4.3
7.1.4.4
Set the Computing Interval Multiplier (Used if Error is Less Than the
_nimum Allowed) Equal to Input Value or Equal to 1.5 if Input Value
<l
Atmi n = W9 or Atmin = 1.5 if W 9 (i
Set the Initial Computing Interval Equal to Input Value or Equal to
0.005 if the Input Value is Zero
At = Wl0 or At = 0.005 if WIO = 0
7.1.4.5 Test Perturbation - Total Flag
If ICH = i,
If ICH = 2,
motion).
go to Step 7.1.5 (n_erical residual perturbation solution),
go to Step 7.1.4.6 (numerical solution of total equations of
153
7.1.h.6 Test the First Print Time in Numerical Solution of Total Equations of
Motion Versus Twice the Computing Interval
If tpT < 2At, go to Step 7.1-4.7.
If tpT = RAt, go to Step 7.1.4.8.
If tpT > 2At, go to Step 7.1.5.
1
7.1.&.7 Set At = _ toT
7.1.4.8 Set IPRINT = 3 to Signal Both Print and Testing of Computed Values
7.1.5 Save Quantities at Start of Span for Computin 6 Interval Calculations
Save positions, velocities, accelerations, time, ts, t_, tn, t, el, and
sin eI for restart in case computing interval selection fails and for use in
Simpson's rule calculations.
The array SS(17) is used for this purpose with:
ssI = time, t
ss2, ss3, ss 4 = position coordinates, Xh, Yh" Zh
ss 5, ss6, ss 7 = velocity coordinates, ' Yh' Zh






SSl6 = sin e1
SSl7 = y
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7.1.5.1 Increment Computing Interval Counter
KT= KT + 2
7.1.6 Save Positions_ Velocities_ Accelerations, and Time for Ordinary Runge-
Kutta Use
The array S(17) is used for this purpose and the indices are ordered as
is the SS array in Step 7.1.5.
7.1.7 Cgm_ute the Next Value of Time (i.e., At the End of the Next Computin_
Interval) and Make Special Time Tests
TN= Sl+ At
If ICH = 2
Test Perturbation - Total Flag
ICH = 1 (numerical residual perturbation solutions), go to
(numerical solutions of total equations of motion), continue
below (Step 7.1.7.2).
7.1.7.2 Test Run Stop Time Against the Next Print Time
If Tf > tp,
If Tf < t
-- p,
go to Step 7.1.7.6.









continue below (Step 7.i.7.h).
go to Step 7.1.7.5.
go to Step 7.1.8.
7.i.7._ Set Computing Interval So That Time Will Equal the Run Stop Time at
the End of the Next Interval
At = Tf - t
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7.1.7.5 Set Print and Halt Flags
Go to Step 7.1.8.
IPRINT = i
KHALT = 3
7.1.7.6 Test the Next Value of Time Against the Next Print Time
(Enter here from Step 7.1.7.2 if Tf > tp.)
If TN > tp,
If TN = tp,
If TN < t ,
P
continue below (Step 7.1.7.7).
go to Step 7.1.7.8.
go to Step 7.1.8.
7.1.7.7 Save Initial Conditions and Compute Interval for Print Only
Save the value of computing interval for use after print, and then set
the computing interval so that the "next time" will equal the print time.
At = At
sp




Save the values of positions, velocities, accelerations, and time in the array
SP(10) for use after print. The indices correspond to those in Steps 7.1.5
and 7.1.6.
Set sPi = sI for
Go to Step 7.1.8.
I = i, 2, . . . i0.
7.1.7.8 Set IPRINT = 3
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7.1.8 Complete First Runge-Kutta Pass











Compute the intermediate position values.
i
xh- sz+_At x s 5
i
Yh = s3 + _ At x s6
1
zh = s4 + _ At x s7
parameters for (141)
Compute the Runge-Kutta parameters.
RKIX = At x s8
RKIY = At x s9 computing intervals, etc. (140)
RKIZ = At x Sl0
Set Runge-Kutta flag, KR = 2 and return to main program.
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m7.1.9 Test Whether Residual Perturbation of Total Equations are Bein 6 Solved
(Enter here from Step 7.1.B on a first pass of Runga-Kutta which is not
the first point of the trajectory.)
If ICH = 1 (residual perturbation), go to Step 7.1.12.
If ICH = 2 (total), continue below (Step 7.1.10).
7.1.10 Test Print Fla 6
If IPRINT = i (print), continue below (Step 7.1.11).
If IPRINT = 2 or 3 (don't print), go to Step 7.1.12.
7.1.11 Advance Print Index and Set the Next Print Time
ITP = ITP + 1
tpT = Pt(ITP)
If IPRINT = l, go to Step 7.1.11.1.
If IPRINT = 2, go to Step 7.1.5.
If IPRINT = 3, go to Step 7.1.11.2.
7.1.11.1 Restore Values Saved Previously in Step 7.1.7.7
At = At
sp
sI = sPi for I = l, 2, ..... l0
Set IPRINT = 2
Return to Step 7.1.7.
7.1.11.2 Set IPRINT = 2 and Go to Step 7.1.5
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q.l.12 Test Simpson's Rule Flag
(Enter here from Step 7.1.9 when numerical residual perturbation solution
is being computed and from Step 7.1.10 on a nonprint point during the numeri-
cal solution of the total equations of motion. )
If KC = i, continued below (Step 7".1.13).
If KC = 2, go to Step 7.1.1h.
7.1.13 Advance Simpson's Rule Flaa
KC = I signals that the first phase of the two-cycle Runge-Kutta is in
progress. KC = 2, and return to Step 7.1.6.
7.1.14 Reset Simpson's Rule Flag and Compute Actual and Allowable Errors
(Enter here from Step 7.1.12 if KC = 2. Signals that two Runga-Kutta
cycles have been completed and accura_r tests can now be made. )
KC=I
Compute the velocity increments by Simpson's rule:
% = 1/3 At (SS 8 + 4S 8 + _)
e.
Yh = 1/3 At (ss 9 + 4s 9 + yh )
= 1/3 At (sSlo + hslO
Compute the estimated error (E) as follows:
Set C
Max
= the maximum absolute value of the Runge-Kutta velocity
increments over the last two cycles of Runge-Kutta AX,
AY, AZ.
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Determine E as the maximum absolute value of the respective differences
between the Simpson's rule and Runge-Kutta velocity increments.
Reset the Runga-Kutta increments to zero for proper computation during
the next two cycles:
= = = o
Compute maximum and minimum allowable errors:
Eal I = max (IW81Cmax, 10-9max, (I_I, lYhl, l_h I)
E . = W12 Cmmn max
7.1.15 Test the Estimated Error Against the Maximum Allowable Error
If E > Eall, continue below (Step 7.1.16).
If E < Eall, go to Step 7.1.22.
7.1.16 Increment and Test the Total Failure Counter
KFAIL = KFAIL + 1
Test the number of failures against the maximum allowed.
If KFAIL > MFAIL, continue below (Step 7.1.17).
If KFAIL < MFAIL, go to Step 7.1.18.
7.1.17 Set Halt Fla_ to Stop Trajectory Computations and Compute Final Time
KHALT = 3
Go to step 7. i. 29.
Tf=t
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7.1.18 Increment the Intermediate Failure Counter




7.1.19 Compute a New At Based on the Value of Estimated Error, E
At = FDT • At (Eall/E)l/h
If At/t > 10 -8, go to Step 7.1.20; otherwise print the computer inter-
val and go to Step 7.1.17.
l._.zu Tes_ ±nCermeO/a_e Failure Counter
If KF_ 0, continue below (Step 7.1.20.1).
If KF • 0, go to Step 7.1.21.
7.1.20.1 Test Perturbation - Total Flag
If ICH = i, go to Step 7.1.20.2.
If ICH = 2, go to Step 7.1.20.3.
7.1.20.2 Perturbation Solution Calculations
KR--5
7.1.20.2.1 Check time against print time
If t • t , go to Step 7.1.20.2.2.
-- p
If t < tp, go to Step 7.1.5.
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7.1.20.2.2 Increment print time
t =t + At
P P P
Go to Step 7.1.29.
7.1.20.3 Test if This is Both a Print and a Regular Compute Point (IPRINT=3)
If IPRINT = i or 2, go to Step 7.1.5.
If IPRINT = 3, go to Step 7.1.20.2.
7.1.21 Restore Values Saved in Step 7.1.5 to Those in Step 7.1.6
Set sI = ss I for I = l, 2, . . . , 17
IPRINT = 2
Return to Step 7.1.8.
7.1.22 Test the Estimated Error Against the Minimum Allowable Error, Emi n
(Enter from Step 7.1.15 if the estimated error < the maximum allowed.)
If E < E
-- min'
If E > Emin,
continue below (Step 7.1.23).
go to Step 7.1.25.
7.1.23 Increment Total Failure Counter
KFAIL = KFAIL + 1
Test the number of failures against the maximum allowed.
If KFAIL > MFAIL, return to Step 7.1.17.
If KFAIL _MFAIL, continued below (Step 7.1.2h).
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Compute new At by multiplying the old by an input factor (>i):
At -- At . At
_Lln
Restore the values saved in Step 7.1.5 to those in Step 7.1.6.
Set sI = ss I for I = I, 2, . . . , 17
Return to Step 7.1.17.
7.1.25 Set the Intermediate Failure Counter to Zero
(Enter here from Step 7.1.22 with Emi n < E < Eall.)
KF=O
7.1.2_ Second Pass Computations
(Enter here on second pass of Runga-Kutta (KR = 2).)
Advance Runge-Kutta:
KR=3
Compute new intermediate position values:
xh = _ + _ CAt)










RK2Y = AtYh (z_z)
RK2Z = At_ h
Return to main program.
7.1.27 Third Pass Computations
(Enter here on third pass of Runge-Kutta (KR = 3).)
Advance Runge-Kutta flag:
KR=_
Compute new time and intermediate position values:
1
t_ : t_ +_ At
1
= t +_Atts s
1
t_ = t_ +7 At
t =t +l
m _ _ At





x h = s2 + At x s 5 + _At x BK2X
1
Yh = s3 + At x s6 + _At x RK2Y
1
zh = sh + at x s7 + _At x RK2Z
RK3X = At_
RK3Y = At_ n
RK3Z = Atx h
parameters for (143)
(142)
Return to main program.
7.1.28 Fourth Pass Computations
(Enter here on fourth pass of Runge-Kutta (KR = 4). )
Reset Runge-Kutta flag:
KR=I
Compute integrated position, velocities, and velocity increments.
xh = s2 + At x s 5 + _ At
Yh = s3 + At x s6 + _At
Zh= sh + At × s7 +_at
(RKIX + RK2X + RK3X)
(RKIY + RK2Y + RK3Y)










Zh = s7 +
(RKIX + 2 (RK2X + RK3X) + At _)
(RKIY + 2 (RK2Y + RK3Y) + At yh )
(RKIZ + 2 (RK2Z + RK3Z) + At zh)
Test Whether Residual Perturbation Equations or Total Equations
of Motion are Being Integrated
ICH = 1 (perturbation), go to Step 7.1.28.3.
ICH = 2 (total), go to Step 7.1.28.2.
(143,
lhS)
7.1.28.2 Test Value of Print Flag
If IPRINT = i, go to Step 7.1.29.
If IPRINT = 2 or 3, go to Step 7.1.28.3.
7.1.28.3 Compute Two Interval Increments in Velocity
AX = AX + _ - s5
AY = AY + Yh - s6
A_ = A7 + zh - s7
7.1.29 Return to Main Program
7.1.30 Test Whether Residual Perturbation or Total Equations of Motion are
Bein5 Integrated
If ICH = I (perturbation), go to Step 7.1.5.
If ICH = 2 (total), go to Step 7.1.11.
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o7-2 SUBROUTINE RKSIMP DETAIL FLOW CHARTS
The flow charts of this section describe the logic of subroutine RKSIMP
completely, i.e., all conditional transfers are shown. The numbers to the
top left of each box are the subsection numbers of Section 7.1 where the
operations mentioned in the box are detailed. The numbers at the top right
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7.3 RKSIMP LISTING
This section contains the listing for subroutine RKSIMP. The subsection
numbers on the comment cards refer to the subsections in Section 7.1, where-






























8 .i DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATIONS
The purpose of this subroutine is to plot the error in the Jacobi constant,
AC/C, for the analytic solution, for the numerical residual perturbation solu-
tion, for the precessing ellipse which forms the basis of the numerical pertur-
bation solution, for a straightforward numerical solution of the total equa-
tions of motion, and for the initial osculating ellipse which would form the
basis of an ordinary Encke method; and to plot the vector position and velocity
differences of each of the other solutions from the numerical residual pertur-
bation solution. The numerical residual perturbation solution is taken as the
standard of comparison because it normally holds the Jacobi integral most con-
stant. The routines are taken from reference 8.
•±'ne aDscxssa or _ne p-o_s Is _e. Tne plo_xng symbols are 6 ras_ers wxae
and the length of the scales is 1,024 rasters less space required for labeling
and scales. This allows about 152 points to a plot. Hand plots indicate a
point about every quarter radian of true anomaly is necessary to describe the
-312
motion adequately. In the dimensionless variables, the mean motion is a
(ref i, page 208). Thus, the time to be plotted per page to produce 152 points
(corresponding to 152/4 = 38 radians) is given by:
tR = (38a 3/2)
To make the plot readable,
figure. If
i x I0 n < tR < 2 x I0 n ,
2 x i0 n __t R < 5 x I0 n ,
and if 5 x I0 n _ tH
0.5 x i0 n.
t R is rounded to have only one significant
then grid is drawn at intervals of 0.i x i0n; if
then the grid is drawn at intervals of 0.2 x i0n;















= The semi-major axis to the three-halves power
= Final time
= The semi-major axis
= The eccentricity
= The inclination in degrees
= The ratio of the mass of the smaller body to the sum of the
masses of the two bodies
= The Jacobi constant
= The anomalistic period of the precessing ellipse
= Up to 700 values of time at which the data are to be plotted
= A 9,100-element array defined as follows, (where
•.., 699 is the plot point count index):
aPl+i3 i = (AC/C)ai
aP2+13 i = (AC/C)pk i
aP3+i3 i = (AC/C)ci
aPh+13 i = (AC/C)ki
i = 0, i, 2,
The subscripts are defined by:
a = analytic solution from reference 1
pk = precessing ellipse value
c = value obtained from numerical




aP6+13 i = (_p/a)ai
aP7+13 i = (Ap/a)pk i
aP8+13 i = (Ao/a)ci
apg+13 i = (Ao/a)ki
aPl_I3i = (_ al/2)ai
aPll+iSi= (_ al/2)pki
aPI3+iBi = (_ all2)ki
k = initial osculating ellipse value
p = value from numerical residual
perturbation solution
Initial SetuD
The machine is instructed to provide both 9 in. by 9 in. transparencies
and 35-_ slides.
2. The plotting symbols are chosen as:
o = Analytic solution
x = Precessing ellipse
u = N_-.erical solution of total equations of motion
* = Initial osculating ellipse
• = Numerical residual perturbation solution
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Q Compute abscissa scale.
Set initial time for initial plot = 0.
A. Compute unrounded tR:
tR = 38. + a32
B. Set number of characters to be displayed in horizontal labels:
NX= 3
C. Develop A = IOn such that I0 n it R _ i0 n+l
(i) Set A = i
(2) Compare tR and I:
If tR < i, go to Step 8.2.2-3 C(3).
If tR = i,
If t R > I,
go to Step 8.2.2-3 C(6).
go to Step 8.2.2-3 C(5).
(3) Develop A < i:
Set A = A/10 and increment digit count NX:
NX = NX+I
Compare tR and A:
If tR < A, repeat Step 8.2.2-3 C(3).
If tR > A, go to Step 8.2.2-3 C(6).
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(4) Set A = B and increment NX:
A=B
(5) Develop A > i:
NX = NX+I
B=IOA
Compare tR and B:
If tR _ B, go to Step 8.2.2-3 C(6).
If tR > B, go to Step 8.2.2-3 C(h).
(6) Compute integer portion of tR/A = ti:
Compare t. and 2:
i
If t. < 2 (i.e., = i), go to Step 8.2.2-3D.
I
If ti = 2, go to Step 8.2.2-3E.
If t i > 2, go to Step 8.2.2-3F.
D. Compute tR and vertical line spacing for t i = i:
6X = A/10
tR = 106Xt i
Go to Step 8.2.2-3H.
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E. Compute tR and vertical line spacing for t i = 2, 3, or h:
6x = A/5
tR = 56Xt
Go to Step 8.2.2-3H.
F. Compare t. and h:
i
If t. < 4 (i.e., = 3 or 4), go to Step 8.2.2-3E.
i m
If t. > 4, go to Step 8.2.2-3G.
I
G. Compute tR and vertical line spacing for h < t.1 < I0:
6X = A/2
H. Print scale values:
tR = 28Xt.i
tR, A, 8X, t i, NX
h. The machine is instructed to use semi-log scales, log on vertical, and
linear on horizontal.
5. The point count index II for beginning of plot point number is set
II = 1. The page count IIK is set = 1.
Computation for Each Set of Three Plots
Set point count index III for maximum end of plot point number
III= II + 152.
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2. Compute initial time _ and final time EN for each set of plots:
EM--EN
EN=_+t R
8.2.4 Set L = I to Indicate Plot for AC/C
8.2.5 Draw Grid and Do Common Labelin_
i. Draw grid (subroutine GRIDV), calling sequence: general (L, XL, XR,
YB, YT, DX, DY, N, M, I, J, NX, NY)
L - i indicates film to be advanced, Job number, and
frame count to be displayed
XL- EM is first time
XR = EN is last time
YB = i0 -I0 is bottom of ordinate
YT = i is top of ordinate
DX = 6X indicates vertical lines drawn at increments of
6X
DY = i indicates horizontal lines drawn at increments of i
N = 0 causes all vertical lines to be of equal intensity
M = 2 with logarithmic ordinate, this is a dmmy
I = -I causes each vertical line to be labeled and labels
to be below the scale






NX significant places on X scale
1 significant place in Y scale
















m 125, 879 NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF lh5-hl6, 879
TOTAL EQUATIONS
* 125, 859 INITIAL OSCULATING
ELLIPSE




The work "TIME" goes in raster counts 475-507, 0.
List run parameters and time scale.
"SEMI-MAJORAXIS = 'a' ECCENTRICITY = 'e' INCLINATION (DEGREES)
= 'i' MASS RATIO = '_'" is printed in raster counts 162-9h2, 989.
"TI_. RANGE FROM 'EN' TO 'EM'"
969.
is printed in raster counts 434-658,
If L = i, go to Step 8.2.6.
If L = 2, go to Step 8.2.7.
If L = 3, go to Step 8.2.8.
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W8.2.6 Label and Plot Error in Jacobi Integral I AC/C
i. Label vertical scale and title.
"ABSOLUTE VALUE OF AC/C" is entered in raster counts O, 800-348.
Label plot "ABSOLUTE VALUE OF NORMALIZED ERROR IN JACOBI INTEGRAL" in
raster counts 302-727, 1012.
2. Add additional symbol definition and parameter values. The symbol '-'
is printed at raster locations 125, 839.
"NUMERICAL RESIDUAL PERTURBATION SOLUTION" is printed in raster
positions i_5-b65, 839.
"JACOBI CONSTANT, C = 'Cinit'" is printed at raster positions 132-348,
969.




A. Set point count index i = II.
B. If ti <_ tf, go to Step 8.2.6-3C; otherwise go to Step 8.2.7.
C. Set index K to find location of (&C/C)ai in array AP:
K = -12 + 13i
D. If t i _< EN, go to Step 8.2.6-3E; otherwise go to Step 8.2.7.
E. Plot (AC/C)ai, (AC/C)pki, (AC/C)ci, ( C/C)ki, and (AC/C)pi.
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F. If i < III, set i = i+l and return to Step 8.2.6-3B; otherwise
go to Step 8.2.7.
8.2.7 Label and Plot Position Differences from Numerical Residual
Perturbation Value, AO/a
i. Draw grid and do co,non labeling.
Set L = 2 and go to Step 8.2.5.
2. Label vertical scale and title.
"DELTA RHO/A" is printed in raster locations 0, 602-446.
"NORMALIZED DISTANCE FROM NUMERICAL RESIDUAL PERTURBATION POSITION" is
printed in raster locations 302-822, 1012.
3. Plot Ap/a
A. Set point count index i = II.
B. If t. < tf, go to Step 8.2.7-3C; otherwise go to Step 8.2.8.I
C. Set index K to find location of (Ap/a)ai:
K = -7 + iBi
D. If t. < EN, go to Step 8.2.7-3E; otherwise go to Step 8.2.8.
i
E. Plot (Ap/a)ai, (Ap/a)pki, (Ap/a)ci, and (ap/a)ki.
F. If i < III, set i = i+l and return to Step 8.2.7-3B; otherwise
go to Step 8.2.8.
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8.2.8 Label and Plot VelocityDifferences from Numerical Residual
Perturbation Value, A_
i. Draw grid and do common labeling. Set L = 3 and go to Step 8.2.5.
2. Label vertical scale and title.
"DELTA RHO DOT TIMES SQ RT A" is printed in rasters 0, 620-32_.
"NORMALIZED VELOCITY DIFFERENCE FROM Nt_ERICAL RESIDUAL PERTURBATION
SOLUTION" is printed in raster count 258-866, 1012,
3. Plot (&p al/2)ai , (Ap al/2)pki, (AO al/2)ci , and (Ap al/2)ki.
A. Set point count index i = II.
T__ T'P "1". .,: ._ ,.n "1".,-,.q'_._ R _ R-_C. n_h_v_ _n to St_ 8.5.10.
I -- I ....
C. Set index K to find location of (Ap al/2)ai in array AP:
K = -3 + 13i
D. If t. < EN, go to Step 8.2.8-BE.
1
If t. = EN, go to Step 8.2.8-3F.
1
If t i • EN, go to Step 8.2.8-3G.
E. Plot (A; al/2)ai, (A; al/2)pki, (A; al/2)ci , and (A; al/2)ki.
If i < III, set i = i+l and return to Step 8.2.8-3B; otherwise
set II =III and go to Step 8.2.9.
F. Plot (Ap al/2)ai , (4; al/2)pk i, (A; al/2)ci, and (A; al/2)ki.
G. Set II = i.
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8.2.9 If IlK < 6, set IlK = IlK + I and Return to Step 8.2.3-1; Otherwise
Go To Step 8.2.10.
8.2.10 Return to Main Program
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8.3 SUBROUTINE PLOT DETAIL FLOW CHARTS
The flow charts of this section describe the logic of subroutine PLOT
completely, i.e., all conditional transfers are shown. The nmnbers to the top
left of each box are the subsection nmbers of Section 8.2 where the operations
mentioned in the box are detailed. The numbers at the top right are the card
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RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM
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¢8.M PLOT LISTING
This section contains the listing for subroutine PLOT. The subsection
n_bers on the c_mnent cards refer to the subsections in Section 8.2, wherein
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The input to this program is by the Douglas subroutine INPUT i. A load
sheet for this program is shown as figure 2. The card format is:
column I - a one
columns 2 through 6 - location number of piece of data
columns 7 through 15 - input number
columns 16 and 17 - location of decimal place from beginning of field
positive if to the right
Three other pieces of data may be entered on the card. The location num-
bers are punched in columns 18-22, 3_-38, and 50-5_. The data are punched in
columns 23-31, 39-47, and 55-63. The exponents, as explained above, are
punched in columns 32-33, 48-49, and 6_-65, respectively. The remaining in-
formation required is :
columns 66-68, zeros
columns 69-70, reference run number
columns 71-73, case number.
This routine allows identification on the card of each piece of input
data by relative location number; only-non-zero numbers need be entered. It
has a "Reference Run," "Case" setup. If the case number (card columns 71 to
73) is non-zero, but the reference run number (card columns 69, 70) is zero,
then the data on the load sheet are assumed to be sufficient and the case is
computed. If the case number is zero and the reference run number is non-
zero, the data are stored in array WR and no case is attempted. If the
following load sheets with non-zero case numbers have also the reference run
number of the stored array, then a case is run using the input of array WR
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The order of stacking cases is then:
1. All cases with zero reference run number
2. First reference run (zero case number)
3. All cases with first reference run number and non-zero case number
4. Second reference run (zero case number)




The first information that is printed each time the program is run con-
sists of an explanation of the error codes. The program makes certain checks
on the input to make sure that the input is reasonable and consistent with
the theory being used. Throughout the program there are additional checks
made to ascertain if division by zero has occurred which would cause the
program to produce nonsense if the case continued. In these cases, an error







S_I-MAJOR AXIS = 0
ECCENTRICITY EQUALS OR EXCEEDS 1
S (THE APPROX RADIUS VECTOR) = 0
DERIVATIVE OF TIME WRT PSI = 0
(i.e., d_)
The error code is set to 1 in Section 4.3.2.1.1. The error code is set
to 2 in Section 4.3.2.2.1. The error code is set to 7 in Section 4.17.3.
The error code is set to 8 in Section 4.17.8.1. The error code is printed in
Section 4.3.2.1.2.
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The program then reads in a case and INPUT i prints:
REFERENCE RUN NO. (RE#) CASE NO. (CASE #)
There follows a floating point print of the input array W and of
constants computed by the program as described in Section h.h.1.
Section h.6 then prints the headings for the print during the numerical
residual perturbation solution as follows:
THE INITIAL CONDITIONS ARE SEMI-MAJOR AXIS a INCLINATION i
ECCENTRICITY e MASS RATIO
TIME DELTA X DELTA X DOT
DELTA Y DELTA Y DOT
C APPROX DELTA Z DELTA Z DOT
X X DOT X APPR0X
Y Y DOT Y APPROX
C EXACT Z Z DOT Z APPROX
DELTA X DBL DOT
DELTA Y DBL DOT






The algebraic interpretation of these headings is given in Section h.10.
The initial value of the Jacobi constant, Cinit , is printed in Section
h.8.6 as:
THE JACOBI INTEGRAL CONSTANT IS (Cinit)
During computation of the numerical residual perturbation solution, the
printing according to the above heading is accomplished in Section h.10. If
the input quantity W13 > O, then printing takes place about every 1/_ rad-
Jan of _ . Otherwise printing takes place at the first and last point only.
The headers for the identification of the print during the numerical solu-




RIg(ERICALSOI/fflON OFTOTALEQUATIONS OF MOTION DATA
TIME
JACOBI CONSTANT,
X X DOT X DBL DOT RHO
Y Y DOT Y DBL DOT RHO DOT
Z Z DOT Z DBL DOT
The printing for the numerical solution of the total equations of motion
is done in Section h.20 and the explanation of the above headers is shown in
that section. Additional print for which there are no headers is also shown
there. Printing during the solution of the total equations of motion has
the same rules with regard to the input quantity W13 as does the print dur-
ing the numerical residual perturbation solution.
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A summary of numerical results is included in graphical plot form in the
Appendix. For the numerical studies, the mass ratios were M = 3 x 10 -6,
which corresponds to the sun-earth (or quite closely to the sun-Venus) systems
and _ = 0.0123, which corresponds to the earth-moon system. In reference 1
it was stated that the solutions should he valid for a region of order M I/2
around the origin in the natural variables, i.e., semi-major axes of order
unity in the blown-up variable could be tolerated. This would represent the
limit to which the series could be taken. Further approximation is involved
in that the actual series are only computed to order £2. All £2e terms
were dropped in this program for consistency since the switch-hack terms from
3
£ (presumed to be of order £2e) and terms of forms Eel and e3 are not
included in reference i. For the earth-moon mass ratio, semi-major axes of
used. For the e_rth-sun mass ratio, the semi-major axes were chosen to be
O. 15 ( corresponding to about the synchronous altitude), 0.5, and 1. _78 ( cor-
responding to the moon). In reference 1 the values of eccentricity and
inclination that could he tolerated consistently with the accuracy with
respect to M were not specified explicitly, hut it was merely stated that
these elements must he small. We have used eccentricities of 0 and 0.05 and
inclinations of 0 ° and 5° . The plots show the time history of the error in
the Jacobi constant, the vector distance from the numerical residual preturba-
tion value, and the vector velocity difference from the numerical residual
perturbation value. The summary of the cases computed is given in Table I.
The error in the Jacobi constant is represented as the variation with time
along the solution, divided by the initial value. It is presented for the
analytic solution of reference i, for a precessing mean Kepler ellipse which
has essentially the same precession rate as the analytic solution but no
oscillatory perturbations, for a numerical integration of the total equations
of motion, for the fixed initial osculating ellipse, and for the numerical
residual perturbation solution. The precessing ellipse is the reference orbit
of the numerical residual perturbation solution. The fixed initial osculating
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ellipse is provided for comparison since it would form the basis of a normal
Encke's method solution. The variation of the Jacobi constant should, of
course, be zero in the exact solution of the restricted three-body problem.
The other two variables were chosen to represent position and velocity errors,
and were referenced to the numerical residual perturbation solution since it
was anticipated that this solution would, in general, maintain the Jacobi
integral most accurately. For each set of parameters, the progress of these
results was monitored for approximately 28 revolutions. This limit is set by
the program which, by the way it is coded, imposes a storage limit at this
level. Since it was desired to show both the short- and long-term performance
of the technique, an expanded time scale was used. This causes a plot for 28
revolutions to extend over five to six pages. For the 2h-hour circular earth
orbit and the moon's orbit, the entire time span is exhibited. For the other
cases, only the beginning and ending pages are included.
It will be seen from the error in Jacobi integral plots that for the 2h-
hour circular earth orbit (or 13,000-mile Venus orbit) and the grazing lunar
orbit, the numerical residual perturbation solution approximates the sun's
perturbations no better than the analytic solution, which is already at the
round off level of the machine throughout the 28 orbits. It will also be
noted that for these cases, the initial osculating ellipse maintains the
Jacobi integral better than the particular numerical solution of the total
equations of motion used. It will be noted that in most cases the initial
osculating ellipse holds the Jacobi integral better than the precessing mean-
ellipse. However, the position and velocity errors of the initial osculating
ellipse are greater than (sometimes orders of magnitude greater) or equal to
the precessing ellipse errors. This may be explained as follows. For motion
of a close satellite around the smaller primary, the Jacobi integral is sensi-
tive to errors in radius and its derivative. It is almost totally insensitive
to errors along the direction of motion. The s , or one-over-radius, expres-
sion in the analytic solution contains a constant term in the perturbations of
2
order c showing that the radius vector oscillates about a value which is
not the Keplerianvalue of the precessing ellipse but is actually less. The
dt/d_ expression contains a perturbation term whose value is not zero at
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initial time. This term is used in the computation "of the elements of the
osculating ellipse but not in the computation of the elements of the mean
ellipse. The result is that the period of the osculating ellipse is in error,
but the perigee is lowered, partially ccmpensating for the neglected term in
s . It is thus better in radius but poorer in angle.
At the largest semi-maJar axes considered (the case of the moon about the
earth, and the 10 lunar radii lunar satellite), the analytic solution is very
poor. This would be anticipated since de Pontecoulant demonstrated in the
last century that this series was, at best, only barely convergent for the
moon and only second order terms have been carried in this study. Over half
of the precession of perigee and over half the "erection" were lost when the
higher order terms were dropped (ref 3, pages 322 and 326). At these semi-
major axes, the advantage of the numerical residual perturbation solution
without rectification over the n,nerical solution of the total equations of
the sharp differen¢e in slope between the two values of error in the Jacobi
constant for small times suggests that with rectification, the numerical
residual perturbation solution will be much better than the nmnerical solu-
tion of the total equations of motion. But since the _o/a and Ap/aa
plots show that the initial osculating ellipse is nearly as good as the
precessing mean ellipse at small times, the advantage of the n_nerical
residual perturbation solution over a numerical perturbation solution is not
so clear. This suggests that when frequent rectification is required, as it
seems to be with the large orbits, the use of a precessing ellipse whose
initial orbital parameters are equal to those of an initial osculating
ellipse might be better than using a precessing mean ellipse.
Comparing the results for e = 0.05 with the results for e = 0, it
seems that e = 0.05 is a large e for this expansion. However, this pro-
gram was constructed merely for demonstration of the residual perturbation
method and is not deemed to be a practical analysis tool. In reference 6,
the theory is developed without the restriction of small eccentricity or
small inclination. The accuracy shown here for the case of zero inclination
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and zero eccentricity then would be the only one applicable to a program
based on that theory, and it would be expected that it would hold to the same
order of accuracy at other eccentricities and inclinations. From the cases
with zero-eccentricity, it appears that the assumption that the precessing
ellipse would be nearly as useful a reference orbit as the analytic solution
is not a good one. In hind sight it is seen that this would follow from the
fact that in an accumulation, as is done in the numerical solution of dif-
ferential equations, the decimal place where error accumulates is propor-
tional to the maximum value of the solution. Thus, when an oscillation is
being accumulated numerically, the error accumulates at a rate roughly pro-
portional to the full magnitude of the oscillation. If the method of refer-
ence 6 were programmed, then it is anticipated that the additional algebra
2
required to algebraically cancel all _e terms and a in the residual
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